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ABSTRACT

As the principal immune cell of the brain, microglia cells are responsible for monitoring the
activity of other cells in the CNS, and are able to respond to harmful stimuli with a myriad of
supportive and defensive mechanisms.

With these capacities, microglia are involved in

numerous diseases of the CNS, ranging from acute damage and infection to chronic
neurodegeneration.
In chapter 2 we examine the motile functions of microglia, with particular focus on the
response of microglia to damage. Microglia cells exhibit two forms of motility, constant
movement of filopodia probing surrounding brain tissue, and outgrowth of larger processes in
response to nearby damage. The mechanisms and functions of these motile processes are not
well characterized. Using two photon microscopy we investigated microglia motility, and
explored the relationship between process outgrowth and filopodia movement. We found that
fiolopodia sensing and rapid process outgrowth activities of microglia are mediated by distinct
mechanisms, but both require actin polymerization. We also showed that rapid outgrowth of
microglia processes contacted the damaged area and resulted in a decrease in lesion volume,
whereas inhibition of process outgrowth allowed lesion volume to increase and spread into the
surrounding tissue.
In chapter 3 we examine the response of microglia to immune stimuli and use specific
interfering peptides to modulate this response. We used peptides blocking LPS‐induced
activation of the innate immune Toll‐Like Receptor 4 (TLR4) to prevent downstream signaling in
ii

brain, and thereby suppress sickness behavior. Interfering peptides blocked TLR4 signalling and
prevented second messenger activation and cytokine production normally induced by LPS
treatment. These peptides also blocked morphological changes in microglia induced by LPS.
Further, injections of interfering peptides prevented LPS‐induced sickness behavior, as assessed
in novel homecage behavior and with the intracranial self‐stimulation paradigm.
Taken together our studies demonstrate distinct responses of microglia to different types of
pathological insults: acute damage and pathogenic stimuli. Further, these studies provide
means of regulating the dynamic responses of microglia to different stimuli. Ultimately, this
research reveals pathways by which microglia can be manipulated, and potentially provides
therapeutic targets to enhance the recovery of the brain from acute injury or infection.
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1. INTRODUCTION
General Introduction
Vertebrate organisms can be thought of as possessing two advanced systems capable of
learning and remembering, the first being the nervous system, and the second being the
immune system. The organism is greatly dependent the functioning of both of these systems
for survival. Microglia, the resident immune cells of the brain, can be seen as a point where
research on the nervous system and the immune system converge.
As the principal immune cell of the brain, microglia cells are responsible for monitoring the
activity of other cells in the CNS, and are able to respond to harmful stimuli with a myriad of
supportive and defensive mechanisms (Barron, 1995; Kreutzberg, 1996). In order to complete
these tasks, microglia must have sensory equipment such as receptors and channels that can
report on alterations in soluble and insoluble factors in their immediate environment (Figure
1.1) (Giulian et al., 1993b; Giulian et al., 1993a). In addition they require a repertoire of
releasable factors in order to communicate with neighbouring cells and mount a response
(Perry, 2004; Block et al., 2007). With these capacities as the resident immune cell in the brain,
microglia are involved in numerous diseases of the CNS, ranging from acute injury or infection
to chronic neurodegeneration (Hanisch and Kettenmann, 2007; Kettenmann, 2007). Microglia
cells provide a fundamental beneficial response of the brain to damage, cellular disruption,
stress, or foreign molecules (Streit, 1996). However it is also widely accepted that these cells
can generate bystander damage to neurons and disrupt normal brain function (Block et al.,
2007). It is because of this multiplicity of fundamental roles that modulation of microglia
activity represents an attractive means of regulating brain function.
1

Figure 1.1. Overview of major signalling pathways and actions of microglia. Microglia are
capable of responding to a wide range of stimuli with a number of actions including motility,
phagocytosis, proliferation and cytokine production. Figure adapted from Hanisch, Glia. 2002
40(2):140‐55.
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Background and Current Knowledge
1.1. Historical Overview
Although it is more than 100 years old, the earliest research on microglia provides remarkable
insights into what we know now about these amazing cells. Early anatomists like Virchow
(1859) and His (1874) used basic microscopy techniques to observe microglia and postulated
their role in disease processes (Virchow, 1859; His, 1874). Further His (1874) was able to
identify that microglia do not enter the developing nervous system of human embryos until
the second month. Based on his observations in 1892, Nissl proposed that glial cells in the
brain have similar functions to the macrophage cells of other tissues (Nissl, 1892). The terms
neuroglia and mesoglia were developed by Robertson who defined mesoglia based on their
origin from mesodermal tissue and their capabilities for phagocytic activity in
neurodegenerative disease (Robertson, 1890). It was this research that led Alzheimer to
suggest that an acute infection caused microglia cells to become activated, leading to disease
progression (Alzheimer, 1904). It was Cajal in 1913 that brought great interest to the research
on glia by labelling them as the third critical element in the central nervous system (Cajal,
1913).
The research of the Spanish neuroanatomist Pio del‐Rio Hortega was the first to highlight that
the mesoglia largely consisted of a cell type that he called the “microglia” (del Rio‐Hortega,
1932, 1937) . It was this labelling of the cell that imparted Rio‐Hortega with the tile of “father
of microglia biology”. Rio‐Hortega further elucidated the functions of microglia and developed
concepts of microglia that are both relevant and referenced currently. Hortega identified
microglia in every location of the CNS (del Rio‐Hortega, 1932), which contributed to the
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underappreciated understanding that the brain is composed primarily of glial cells, while only
15% of the cells in the brain are neurons (Streit, 1995).
With the development of research, the term microglia has come to refer to cells that reside
within the CNS and share many, if not all of, the properties of macrophages of other tissues.
One distinguishing feature of microglia from other macrophages is that microglia appear to
exist in a resting state, which differs in morphology from the activated state (Barron, 1995).
Also microglia are distinguished by the fact that they are not enclosed by perivascular
membrane of the brain blood vessels (Perlmutter et al., 1995; Williams et al., 2001a; Williams
et al., 2001b). This fact distinguishes microglia from perivascular and meningial macrophages
(Steindler et al., 1996; Polfliet et al., 2001; Polfliet et al., 2002).
In the past 20 years there has been a giant reawakening of microglia research. The thrust in
new research has come from an understanding that microglia cells are the key mediators in
numerous neurodegenerative diseases. Various reviews discussing the roles of microglia in
normal and pathological states have also recently been published (Kaur et al., 1985; Ling and
Wong, 1993; Barron, 1995; Gehrmann et al., 1995; Aloisi, 1999; Davoust et al., 1999; Aloisi,
2001; Male and Rezaie, 2001; Nelson et al., 2002; Oliveira et al., 2003; Davoust et al., 2008;
Streit et al., 2008). Although many articles have tackled the role of microglia in the progression
of disease, very few have critically assessed the beneficial roles of this important cell type. The
role of this thesis research is to examine mediators of both the beneficial and pathological
effects of microglia activation. Controversy surrounds the role of microglia as protective or
harmful in response to various stimuli in the CNS, demonstrating that there are gaps remaining
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in our understanding of these cells(Schwartz, 2003; van Rossum and Hanisch, 2004; Mena and
Garcia de Yebenes, 2008).

1.2. The Origin of Microglia Cells
Some controversy has also surrounded the issue of the origins of microglia. Microglia are
thought to arise from two different pools of myeloid cells that successively infiltrate the
developing nervous system (Chan et al., 2007; Tambuyzer et al., 2009). The infiltration of
these cells begins embryonically and is derived from hematopoietic cells arising in the
embryonic yolk sac (Navascues et al., 2000; Cuadros and Navascues, 2001; Kaur et al., 2001;
Santos et al., 2008). The second pool of myeloid cells is derived from bone‐marrow monocytes
that colonize the nervous system during the period just before birth, or during the early
postnatal period (Navascues et al., 2000; Cuadros and Navascues, 2001; Santos et al., 2008).
Although the origin of microglia cells during development is well understood, the ontogeny of
microglia cells in the adult CNS is not well understood. Certain events during the lifetime of the
CNS allow for the entry of cells through the tightly regulated blood brain barrier (Dallasta et al.,
1999; Medana et al., 2000; Kaur and Ling, 2008). Further, the functional role of resident versus
invading microglia cells in disease progression is also highly debated (Kreutzberg, 1996; Adam
et al., 2005; Davoust et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2006; Denker et al., 2007; Neumann et al.,
2008).

6

1.3. The Functions of Microglia Cells
Several different functions have been identified for microglia, which result from various types
of stimuli (Banati, 2003; Minghetti, 2005). The specific functions of microglia will be discussed
in this section, while the factors and signals that are involved in initiating or regulating these
function will be discussed in the section “Microlgia Activating Stimuli” below.

1.3.1. Migration
One of the first characterized active responses of microglia to physiological stimuli is the
migratory response observed following injurious or inflammatory insults (Eder, 2005; Garden
and Moller, 2006; Lee et al., 2006; Thored et al., 2008; Graber and Dhib‐Jalbut, 2009). Although
undefined, it is thought that injury to CNS tissue results in the release of chemotactic factors
that initiate microglia migration to the site of injury (Badie et al., 1999; de Haas et al., 2007;
Nutile‐McMenemy et al., 2007; Amantea et al., 2009). Pro‐migratory factors that have been
identified are members of the chemokine family. Chemokine gradients have been shown to
guide microglia migration in vitro and in injury models of the developing CNS (Cartier et al.,
2005). Multiple studies have also shown that extracellular ATP and ADP are released upon
acute injury to the CNS, and act to guide microglia migration (Honda et al., 2001; Agresti et al.,
2005; Haynes et al., 2006; Farber et al., 2008; Duan et al., 2009). Trophic factors, such as
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) have also been shown to act as guides for microglia
migration (Forstreuter et al., 2002; Mentlein et al., 2004; Sobrado‐Calvo et al., 2007). It has
also been shown that non‐soluble factors can direct microglia migration, such as changes in the
extracellular matrix. While some matrix proteins, such as the b2‐integrin CD11a, have been
7

shown to be necessary to permit normal migration in response to injury (Ullrich et al., 2001;
Diestel et al., 2003; Lunemann et al., 2006), others have been shown to be anti‐adhesive and
thus inhibitory, such as tenascin‐R (Angelov et al., 1998). Tenascin‐R has been shown to be
down‐regulated, thus permitting the migration of microglia in response to microglia activation
by axotomy, exposure to TNF‐a, or treatment with microglia‐condiitoned media (Angelov et al.,
1998; Hao et al., 2007; Liao et al., 2008).

1.3.2. Proliferation
Microglia cells have also been shown to enter a proliferative state in response to various
stimuli (Kreutzberg, 1996; von Zahn et al., 1997; Perry, 1998; Liva et al., 1999; Das and Basu,
2008). Signals for proliferation, some of which remain unidentified, typically result from
traumatic or ischemic injury, and neuronal or axonal degeneration (Neuwelt et al., 1978; Liu et
al., 2001; Davies et al., 2006; Kriz, 2006). During the process of migration, where existing cells
invade an injured area of the CNS, microglia simultaneously respond to cytokines that
stimulate microglia cell division, such as interleukin (IL) ‐1β, IL‐4, and interferon (IFN) ‐γ (Kim
and de Vellis, 2005).

Some of the most potent signals for the induction of microglia

proliferation include macrophage colony‐stimulating factor (M‐CSF; (Kim and de Vellis, 2005)),
and granulocyte macrophage colony‐stimulating factor (GM‐CSF). GM‐CSF has been shown to
act in concert with the tyrosine kinase CD45 to induce microglia proliferation (Suh et al., 2005;
Floden and Combs, 2007). Release of neurotrophic factors from activated microglia, such as
BDNF and NT‐3, can also act in as inducers of microglia proliferation (Elkabes et al., 1996;
Tauber et al., 2005; Liao et al., 2008). The proliferative population of microglia has been shown
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to be resident microglia, rather than infiltrating macrophages, and further that the resident
population of proliferating microglia express the stem cell marker CD34 (Ladeby et al., 2005b;
Ladeby et al., 2005a; Dissing‐Olesen et al., 2007; Julow et al., 2007). Some have suggested that
surveying or resting microglia cells represent an undifferentiated cell population that can be
induced to divide and take on a number of different activated microglia phenotypes
(Santambrogio et al., 2001; Illes et al., 2005), however this possibility may not be rapid enough
to account for the speed at which microglia activation has been seen to occur under some
stimuli.

Ajami et al. (2007) suggest that in diseased states the maintenance and local

expansion of microglia are solely dependent on the self‐renewal of CNS resident cells.

1.3.3. Respiratory Burst
Respiratory burst, also referred to as oxidative burst, is the rapid release of reactive oxygen
species, most commonly from immune cells (Colton and Gilbert, 1987; Yao et al., 1990; Colton
and Gilbert, 1993). Production of nitric oxide (NO) and respiratory burst are primary actions of
microglia in response to pathogen invasion of the CNS (Fordyce et al., 2005; Ghosh et al.,
2007). The generation of superoxide and peroxinitrate, a by‐product of NO, produce oxidative
DNA damage to nearby invading pathogens (Tolias et al., 1999; Halliwell, 2001; Wu et al., 2003;
Wilkinson and Landreth, 2006). While respiratory burst may act to protect the CNS from
infection, this response to non‐infectious stimuli may result in oxidative injury to CNS tissues
themselves (Halliwell, 2001). NO is generated in microglia by the inducible form of NO
synthase (iNOS)(Kaushal and Schlichter, 2008). Induction of microglia iNOS and the generation
of NO has been associated with various injury and disease models (Tieu et al., 2003).
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Examination of Multiple Sclerosis lesion pathology has shown that iNOS is expressed by a large
population of cells labelled with microglia markers, as well as a smaller population of activated
astrocytes labelled with GFAP surrounding the inflammatory lesion (Hill et al., 2004; Tsoi et al.,
2006). The superoxide anion and hydrogen peroxide of the respiratory burst are generated by
the enzyme NADPH oxidase. Studies have shown that cultured microglia express NADPH
oxidase (Sankarapandi et al., 1998), and also in tissue sections, NADPH oxidase was shown to
co‐localize with microglia markers and increase in expression following injury (Green et al.,
2001). NADPH oxidase knockout animals are shown to be protected from ischemic insults
(Walder et al., 1997), as well as models of Parkinson’s disease (Qin et al., 2004; Qin et al.,
2008).

1.3.4. Phagocytosis
Microglia also function as the primary phagocyte in the brain, acting to engulf invading
microbes and pathological proteins. In particular, it has been shown that the Alzheimer
associated accumulation of Aβ can be engulfed by microglia (Rogers et al., 2002; Ambree et al.,
2006; Nicoll et al., 2006; Familian et al., 2007; Fiala et al., 2007). In addition to control of
invading pathogens and pathological proteins in the CNS, phagocytosis by microglia is the
primary mechanism for removal of apoptotic cell debris. The molecular mechanisms governing
microglia recognition of appropriate items for phagocytosis have not been completely
characterized (Fiala et al., 2007).
Some important signals identified for phagocytosis of dying cells include phosphatidylserine
expressed on the surface of apoptotic cells, the microglia vitronectin receptor (Akiyama et al.,
10

1991; Witting et al., 2000), and the CD36 scavenger receptor (Stolzing and Grune, 2004). A
wide variety of microbes have been shown to bind and activate triggering receptor expressed
on myeloid cells‐2 (TREM‐2; (Piccio et al., 2008)), an orphan receptor whose endogenous
ligand has not been identified. Microbial activation of TREM‐2 promotes phagocytosis by
microglia and leads to inhibition of pro‐inflammatory cytokines (Takahashi et al., 2005). In
contrast, TREM‐2 deficiency leads to impairments in clearance of apoptotic cells, and promotes
microglia cytokine production (Takahashi et al., 2005). The human disease Nasu‐Hakola disease
has been linked to a TREM‐2 deficiency, and is characterized by progressive frontotemporal
dementia (Cella et al., 2003; Piccio et al., 2008). This strongly suggests that TREM‐2 mediated
differentiation of microglia is essential for normal maintenance of the CNS, which may result
from the need to prevent cytokine secretion, and/or the need for phagocytosis by microglia,
and/or the initiation of immunomodulatory events subsequent to phagocytosis by microglia
(Cella et al., 2003; Piccio et al., 2008). Events subsequent to phagocytosis by microglia have
been shown to include reductions in secretion of IL‐12, IFN‐γ, and TNF‐α (Magnus et al., 2001).
In contrast, IFN‐β has been shown to enhance the ability of microglia to phagocytose apoptotic
T‐cells. Via this mechanism, IFN‐β has been shown to suppress the immune response, and thus
has been employed as an immunomodulatory therapy for multiple sclerosis (Chan et al., 2001;
Kawanokuchi et al., 2004; Graber and Dhib‐Jalbut, 2009).

1.3.5. Antigen Presentation
As a component of the immune system, microglia also possess the capacity to act as antigen
presenting cells to generate an adaptive immune response (Matsumoto et al., 1986; Streit et
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al., 1988; Graeber, 1993; Santambrogio et al., 1999; Suzumura, 2002; Miller et al., 2007). Once
an antigen containing microbe, infected cell or other foreign material has been engulfed, the
phagocytic cell presents the processed peptides on the cell surface to interact with receptors
on T‐cells. The central type of antigen presenting cell is the dendritic ell type, which can be
identified by surface expression of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) ‐II and CD11c
(Akiyama and McGeer, 1990; Ulvestad et al., 1994b; Ulvestad et al., 1994a). Microglia have
been shown to up‐regulate expression of these dendritic cell markers, along with the co‐
stimulatory molecules B7.1 and B7.2, and the cathepsin protease required for generation of
antigen peptides in response to specific types of stimuli (De Simone et al., 1995; Aloisi et al.,
1998; Bohatschek et al., 2004). In models of CNS infection or in the encephalomyelitis murine
model (EAE) of multiple sclerosis, isolated CNS cells share features with recently divided
microglia cells, and are capable of presenting antigens to T‐cells (Mack et al., 2003; Ponomarev
et al., 2005; Li et al., 2007; Beauvillain et al., 2008). In addition to these models, studies
conducted on stroke (Reichmann et al., 2002), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Henkel et al.,
2004; Beers et al., 2006), and neoplastic (Watters et al., 2005) tissues show expression of
surface markers. Some debate still exists as to whether these antigen presenting cells in the
CNS are actually dendritic cells from the periphery that invade. Use of bone marrow chimeric
mice demonstrated that both peripheral cells and parenchymal microglia are required for the
neuroprotective function of activated T‐helper cells (Byram et al., 2004). This suggests that
microglia may not be capable of mounting a complete response on their own, but participate
in antigen presentation with the help of circulating dendritic cells.
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1.3.6. Synaptic Stripping
Microglia have also been shown to be involved in the remodelling of dendritic arbour follow
injury, in a process termed synaptic stripping. The classic example of this process is observed
about four days following axotomy of the facial nerve (Graeber et al., 1988; Rieske et al., 1989;
Streit and Graeber, 1993; McNamara et al., 2000; Ankeny and Popovich, 2007). At this stage,
activated microglia ensheath the soma of injured motor neurons, and detach afferent synaptic
terminals from the motor neuron surface (Neiss et al., 1992; Graeber et al., 1993; Schiefer et
al., 1999; Yamada et al., 2008). Also in this model, microglia in the region of the motor neurons
become activated, but do not phagocytose the cells unless the motor neurons have undergone
lethal damage (Illes et al., 1996b; Schiefer et al., 1999; Rasmussen et al., 2007).

1.4. Functional States of Microglia
The term glia for the non‐neuronal cell types in the brain was derived from the Greek word for
glue, which was linked to the supportive role that astroglia and oligodendroglia have in the
CNS. The supportive role for astrocytes is evident, since they have been shown to contribute
importantly to neurotransmitter metabolism and regulation of synaptic activity (Barres, 1989;
MacVicar and Hochman, 1991; Fraser et al., 1994; Mennerick et al., 1996; Basarsky et al., 1999;
Carmignoto, 2000; Araque et al., 2001; Zonta and Carmignoto, 2002; Moriguchi et al., 2003;
Wang et al., 2006). Similarly, oligodendrocytes have been clearly identified by their role in the
myelination of neurons, making their supportive role evident (Kettenmann et al., 1984; Pastor
et al., 1995). In contrast, it is debated whether microglia activated in response to pathological
stimuli have a supportive or harmful role (Schwartz et al., 2003; Witting et al., 2006). In
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addition, the precise role for normal, non‐activated or resting microglia in CNS support has not
been clearly identified (Pocock and Kettenmann, 2007). To understand further about the roles
of microglia, it is useful to consider what is known about the morphological states, termed
ramified (resting), or activated, that are used to classify these complex cells (Figure 1.2)
(Kreutzberg, 1996).

1.4.1. Activated Microglia
In response to a variety of stimuli, microglia have the capacity to dramatically change their
morphology to reactive forms, and to rapidly up‐regulate a number of receptors, and rapidly
produce a variety of secretory products (Maslinska et al., 1998; Tanaka et al., 1999; Mertsch et
al., 2001; Dalmau et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2005; Tassi et al., 2006). Within the state of
activation, microglia appear to have a spectrum of states. For example, minor changes in
microglia morphology and functional state can even be observed in the process of preparing
cultured microglia, which have been shown to express CD14, a marker not found in ramified
microglia (Beschorner et al., 2002b). At the extreme end of the activated state, stimulation
with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) to mimic infection, results in marked alterations in microglia
function (Illes et al., 1996a; Hayakawa et al., 1997).
Many studies have suggested that microglia are involved in both protective and pathological
activities in the course of infection and inflammatory diseases of the CNS (Nakamura, 2002). A
supportive role for fully activated, ameboid microglia in CNS is observed in the fetal brain,
where ameboid microglia scavenge pruned materials during the remodelling stages of
development (Voyvodic, 1996; Watanabe et al., 1997). Ameboid microglia during this stage
14

Figure 1.2. Functional states of microglia as determined by their morphology. In the resting or
ramified state, microglia possess numerous branches, in contrast to the fully activated or
ameboid state which lacks branches.
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have been shown to express specific scavenger receptors, which are not detected in postnatal
or adult tissue (Husemann et al., 2001; van Rossum et al., 2008; Napoli and Neumann, 2009).
The supportive role for activated microglia has been demonstrated in the case of nerve injury
or axotomy, where the trophic function of activated microglia is essential for recovery (Harada
et al., 2002; Makwana et al., 2007). Since supportive roles of activated microglia have been
identified, extensive research has been conducted on the regulatory factors that contribute to
microglia activation in vitro (Nakamura, 2002). However, it is clear that cultured microglia can
not exactly replicate the state of native microglia in intact tissue, and recent studies are
focusing on the study of microglia in vivo (Hanisch and Kettenmann, 2007).

1.4.2. Ramified or Resting Microglia
The contrasting morphology, and low expression of molecules associated with macrophage
function, has lead to the interpretation that microglia in healthy CNS tissue are resting or
inactive cells. Although these cells are thought to be resting, they constitutively express cell
surface markers of immune cells, including the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II
molecules (Lowe et al., 1989; Redwine et al., 2001; Nakanishi, 2003; Liu et al., 2005). Further
study of microglia in vivo has enabled us to understand that cells with a ramified morphology
are not resting. A major development in the study of microglia in vivo came with the
generation of a transgenic mouse model, where expression of the green fluorescent protein
(GFP) is controlled by a microglia specific promoter (Figure 1.3) (Jung et al., 2000). In this
mouse model, GFP has been inserted into the Cxcr1 locus, which encodes the chemokine
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Figure 1.3. Generation of the CX3CR1GFP transgenic mouse, which permits microglia specific
expression of green fluorescent protein. Insertion of GFP was achieved by homologous
recombination at the Cxcr1 locus. Figure adapted from Jung et al., Mol Cell Biol. 2000
20(11):4106‐14.
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receptor for the CX3CL1 or fractalkine which is exclusively expressed in microglia in the CNS.
Live two‐photon imaging of this mouse showed that the arbour of ramified microglia is highly
motile, with continuous withdrawal and extension of major processes, and filopodia‐like
protrusions (Davalos et al., 2005; Nimmerjahn et al., 2005; Haynes et al., 2006). It has been
suggested that this filopodia movement allows microglia to constantly probe the surrounding
environment, without having to move the cell body, and with the precision of fine processes
that do not disrupt the surrounding neuropil. Some estimates have stated that this constant
motility would permit scanning of the entire brain parenchyma every few hours (Davalos et al.,
2005; Nimmerjahn et al., 2005; Haynes et al., 2006).

1.4.3. Microglia Morphology Changes Depict a Shift in Function
These new studies raise questions about applying the term resting applied to microglia in the
healthy CNS, because it appears that these ramified microglia are characterized by constant
morphology changes and continuous “observation” and “interpretation” of surrounding cues
(Haynes et al., 2006). Rather than viewing microglia as existing in distinct active or inactive
states, it is now becoming apparent that microglia exist in a continuum of functions, which
dynamically shifts depending upon the environment. This is in contrast to the understanding of
microglia obtained from microscopy of fixed tissue samples, which provided a “step‐wise”
model of “awakening” of microglia resulting from pathological stimuli (Barron, 1995;
Kreutzberg, 1996; Aloisi, 2001). In a recent review, Hanisch and Kettenamnn (2007) propose
that the term resting should no longer be used, and because of their active probing and
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sensing of the environment these cells should be referred to as “surveying” microglia (Hanisch
and Kettenmann, 2007).

1.5. Microglia Activating Stimuli
Out of the large body of research based on activation states of microglia came the
identification of several signals or stimuli that can induce a change in microglia morphology
and function (Table 1.1) (van Rossum and Hanisch, 2004). In particular, neuronal damage or
the process of neurodegeneration can result in the release of a myriad of factors that initiate
molecular cascades in microglia cells (Streit et al., 2008). Specifically, studies have shown that
activated microglia respond to neuronal damage to phagocytose the damaged tissue (Schilling
et al., 2005). However, the signals being sent by damaged or dying tissues have not been
clearly identified.
Microglia have been shown to respond to other types of stimuli, through cytokine pathways
that remain unclear (Hanisch, 2002). Further, the initial or common activator of microglia in
response to harmful stimuli has not been established. Part of the problem in identification lies
in the fact that while some cytokines or signals are capable of activating microglia, others
inhibit, and yet another group more subtly modulates the level of activation (Hanisch, 2002).
These modulators exist such that microglia activation can be carefully regulated, and not result
in additional damage. In contrast, pathological or chronic activation of microglia may result in
conditions such as depression and/or neurodegeneration (Butovsky et al., 2005; Nakagawa et
al., 2006; Maccioni et al., 2009). This section will provide an overview of the major categories
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of compounds that have been shown to result in morphological and functional changes to
microglia.

Table 1.1. Summary of categories of compounds or agents that activate microglia. Adapted
from Hanisch and Kettenmann, Nat Neurosci. 2007; 10(11):1387‐94.
Class of Compound

Examples

Infectious agent surface

Complement

Bacterial
cell
wall
proteoglycans;
Lipopolysaccharide
Β‐Amyloid aggregates & fragments; prion
protein
Apolipoprotein E; CD40L; melanocyte
stimulating hormone (MSH); endothelin;
vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP)
Complement factor C1q and C5a

Antibodies

Immunoglobulin (Ig) A, G and M

Cytokines

Serum factors and proteases

Colony stimulating factor (CSF) M‐ and GM‐;
interleukin (IL) ‐1β, ‐2, ‐4, ‐6, ‐10, ‐12, ‐15, and
‐18; interferon (IFN) –γ; transforming growth
factor (TGF) β; tumor necrosis factor (TNF) α
CCR3, 5; CXCR, 2, 4; CX3CR1; interleukin (IL)
‐8R
Brain‐derived (BDNF); glial‐derived (GDNF);
nerve (NGF); neurothropin (NT) ‐3, ‐4
Albumin; thrombin

Ions

K+; Mn2+

Other compounds

Ceramide; gangliosides; lysophosphatidic acid;
melatonine;
platelet‐activating
factor;
prostaglandine E2; steroids and steroid
hormones; vitamin D3

Pathological proteins
Other proteins and peptides

Chemokines
Neurotrophic Factors

1.5.1. Lipopolysaccharide
The glycolipid lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is a major component of the outer membrane of Gram‐
negative bacteria. Treatment with LPS has been shown to elicit a robust immune response in
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animal models of infection, and has been shown to trigger a complex series of inflammatory
reactions in macrophages and microglia, leading to production of cytokines, chemokines, and
prostaglandins (Beutler et al., 2003; Hoebe et al., 2003). LPS has also been shown to result in
the production of NO via iNOS (Golde et al., 2003; Li et al., 2005b). The production of cytokines
and NO can be so extreme that they lead to endotoxin shock and even death (de Bock et al.,
1998; Mayer et al., 1999; Li et al., 2005a). These extreme responses to LPS can result from both
infections with a large number of bacteria, or by a high sensitivity of the organism to LPS.
Strains of mice, called C3H/HeJ (Sultzer, 1972a), C57BL/10ScCr (Coutinho et al., 1977), and
C57Bl/10ScN (Rosenstreich et al., 1978; Vogel et al., 1979) were identified as having a low
sensitivity to LPS. Subsequently it was identified that these mice carried mutations in the Tlr4
gene. This lead to the recognition of the Toll‐like receptor (TLR) ‐4 as the central mediator of
LPS induced inflammatory responses (Poltorak et al., 1998). Further evidence for the role of
TLR4 in LPS signalling was provided when Kalis et al., (2003) introduced wildtype Tlr4 into the
LPS non‐responsive strains of mice, restoring their response to LPS (Kalis et al., 2003; Lembo et
al., 2003). This showed that the LPS was an important ligand for the activation of the TLR4.
LPS binding to TLR4 requires the involvement multiple proteins, including lipopolysaccharide‐
binding protein (LBP), Cluster of Differentiation 14 (CD‐14), and Lymphocyte antigen 96 (also
known as MD‐2) (Figure 1.4). In the first step of binding, LPS is pulled from the bacterial
membrane by LBP and CD‐14 to form a ternary complex (Yu and Wright, 1996). The last
extracellular step in LPS binding to TLR4 involves the transfer of LPS from CD‐14 to MD‐2,
which results in rearrangement of TLR4, leading to dimerization via TIR domain interaction. The
details of intracellular signalling initiated by LPS binding to TLR4 are discussed below.
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Figure 1.4. The steps of LPS recognition and binding by TLR4 and associated proteins. LBP acts
to dissociate LPS monomers from aggregates and shuttles these monomers to CD‐14. CD‐14
then transfers LPS to MD‐2, leading to rearrangement of TLR4 such that the TIR domains can
interact to form a dimer. Adapted from Jerala, Int J Med Microbiol. 2007; 297(5):353‐63.
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1.5.2. Cytokines
Cytokines are a category of signalling molecules that are used extensively in cellular
communication, similar to hormones or neurotransmitters. The term cytokine encompasses a
diverse family of signals including proteins, peptides, and glycoproteins. Microglia activated by
LPS as discussed above, produce various proinflammatory cytokines that can themselves
activate microglia.

Table 1.2. Summary table of the cytokines and chemokines produced by microglia cells.
Adapted from Hanisch, Glia. 2002; 40(2):140‐55.
Abbreviation

Full Name

Alternate Name

GROα
IL‐1α/IL‐1β
IL‐1ra
IL‐3
IL‐6
IL‐8
IL‐10
IL‐12
IL‐15
IL‐18/IGIF
IP‐10
MCP‐1
M‐CSF
MDC
MIP‐1α/MIP‐1β
MIP‐2
MIP‐3β
TGF‐β
TNF‐α
RANTES

Growth regulated oncogene α
Interleukin‐1α/‐1β
Interleukin‐1 receptor antagonist
Interleukin‐3
Interleukin‐6
Interleukin‐8
Interleukin‐10
Interleukin‐12
Interleukin‐15
Interleukin‐18/Interferon‐γ inducing factor
γ interferon inducible protein‐10
Monocyte chemoattractant protein‐1
Macrophage colony stimulating factor
Macrophage derived chemokine
Macrophage inflammatory protein‐1α/‐1β
Macrophage inflammatory protein‐2
Macrophage inflammatory protein‐3β
Transforming growth factor
Tumor necrosis factor
Regulated on activation normal T cell expressed & secreted

CXCL1

1.5.2.1.

CXCL8

CXCL10
CCL2
CCL22
CCL3/CCL4
CCL19

CCL5

Tumour Necrosis Factor Alpha

Tumour necrosis factor (TNF) ‐α is the archetypical proinflammatory cytokine, and is produced
by dendritic cells, monocytes, lymphocytes, macrophages, and accordingly microglia. TNF‐α
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release from these cells has effects on virtually all types of cells. Although microglia have been
identified as the principal producer of TNF‐α in the CNS, both neurons and astrocytes have also
been shown to produce this cytokine (Lee et al., 1993; Zhang et al., 1998). Microglia cells are
uniquely positioned in the CNS to both receive and send cytokine signals, resulting in an
autocrine feedback loop. Bezzi et al., (2001) suggest that TNF‐α could play a role in maintaining
an activated status and/or leading to pathological activity through this feedback activity (Bezzi
et al., 2001). Increased levels of TNF‐α have been associated with several pathological states
including neurodegenerative disorders such as multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer disease, acute
injury or ischemia, and bacterial or viral infection (Mhatre et al., 2004; Floden et al., 2005;
Janelsins et al., 2008). When tissue is damaged in the CNS microglia cells are the first cells to
respond by releasing TNF‐α that is regulated by the extent of damage. Following even a short
exposure to TNF‐α, surrounding microglia cells rapidly become activated in response to stimuli
(Gabay et al., 1997). Therefore, rapid delivery of microglia TNF‐α influences the outcome
following the initial stimuli and the events that follow (Angstwurm et al., 1998). Similarly
microglia cells have been shown to modulate the amount of TNF‐α mediated glutamate
release from astrocytes through the same processes (Bezzi et al., 2001).
Microglia TNF‐α receptors (TNF‐R) belong to larger group of receptors based on similar
activating ligands (Peschon et al., 1998). These family members include TNF‐R1, TNF‐R2, CD40,
Fas, TRAIL, and NGF (Ashkenazi and Dixit, 1998, 1999). Upon ligand stimulation all family
members cause multiple effects in microglia cells ranging from proliferation to apoptosis. The
TNF family of ligands play important roles in neural development, synaptogenesis, and cell
communication (Tan et al., 1999a; Tan et al., 1999b).
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1.5.2.2.

Interleukin‐1

Interleukin’s are a group of cytokines that were originally thought to only be secreted by white
white blood cells (Dinarello, 1997a, b). It has since been shown that interleukins are key
signalling molecules for many immune cells including microglia (Schubert et al., 2000; Streit et
al., 2000; Skaper, 2007). Interleukin 1 (IL‐1) is one of the central activators of microglia
immune function (Dinarello, 1997b). IL‐1 is unique in that it is capable of both innate immune
defence and more programmed long term immune responses. Il‐1 has also been implicated in
the progression of various neuropathies (Allan and Rothwell, 2001) . Upon infection, ischemia,
and injury micrglia cells release large amounts of IL‐1 to prevent the spread of pathogens
(Hanisch et al., 2001). A readily releasable pool of IL‐2 is thought to be stored by microglia cells
because following injury in the CNS IL‐1 is released in large quantities faster than can be
accounted for by new synthesis (Fassbender et al., 2001). The main outcome for the release of
large amounts of IL‐1 seems to be neuronal death (Loddick et al., 1998).

Conversely,

antagonizing or decreasing levels of Il‐1 has been shown play a neuroprotective role in the
brain (Choi et al., 2005; Turrin and Rivest, 2006; Bye et al., 2007). The behavioural changes
that are seen during sickness behaviour, discussed in detail below, are thought to be partially
mediated by IL‐1 production (Konsman and Dantzer, 2001; Cunningham et al., 2002).

1.5.3. Chemokines
Chemokines are a group chemotactic cytokines that respond to immune stimuli through a G‐
protein–coupled receptor (Locati and Murphy, 1999). One of the key roles that chemokines
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play is to provide guidance in during cell migration (Asensio and Campbell, 1999; Asensio et al.,
1999). Chemokines also have been shown to regulate the levels of other cytokines in disease
models (Glabinski and Ransohoff, 1999). Research on the excretion of chemokines by neurons
suggests that they might also signal microglia to support various neuromodulatory roles (Biber
et al., 2002b; Biber et al., 2002a; Rappert et al., 2002). Microglia cells contain receptors for
most chemokines including CXCR2, CXCR3, CXCR4, CCR3, CCR5, and CX3CR1 (Glabinski and
Ransohoff, 1999; Hanisch, 2002; Tambuyzer et al., 2009).

1.5.4. Growth Factors
Neurons use various factors to communicate their status to surrounding cells. When neurons
become compromised microglia cells become activated to support neuronal activity. Microglia
can both receive signals and excrete various neurotrophic factors (NGF and BDNF) in vitro and
in vivo (Elkabes et al., 1996; Elkabes et al., 1998; Nakajima et al., 1998; Neumann et al., 1998;
Tonchev et al., 2008). Some of growth factors are also used by microglia cells to initiate
proliferation and increased phagocytotic activity in surrounding tissue (Hanisch, 2002).

1.5.5. Pathological Proteins
Many neurodegenerative diseases stem from the abnormal creation and/or clearance of
proteins. Lack of clearance of protein and debris is central to diseases like Alzheimer (AD), and
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) (Troost et al., 1993; Gelinas et al., 2004; Yue et al., 2005;
Zelcer et al., 2007). Although microglia cells play a role in these diseases their role in becoming
activated in response to these proteins is controversial (Rogers and Lue, 2001; Rogers et al.,
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2002; McGeer et al., 2006).

The most commonly studied pathological protein is the beta

amyloid (Aβ) protein implicated in Alzheimer disease. Aβ protein is the major constituent of
the plaques found in Alzheimer patients’s brains. Important roles of microglia in the
pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease have been recognized since the direct effect of the Ab
peptide on microglia was demonstrated (Meda et al., 1995; Meda et al., 2001).

1.5.6. Complement Components
A subcomponent of the immune system is the complement system. It is composed of over 30
cell membrane associated proteins that help modulate both innate and adaptive immunity.
Recent studies have shown that neuronal complement activates microglia cells to participate in
clearance of apoptotic cells during development (Stevens et al., 2007). The complement
system activates microglia through the classical pathway that is initiated by the binding of the
C1q recognition molecule. C1q is specific to myeloid precursor cells and in the CNS these are
the resident and activated microglial cells (Schwab et al., 1996; Schafer et al., 2000; Schwab
and McGeer, 2002; Galvan et al., 2008; Farber et al., 2009).

1.5.7. Adenosine Triphosphate
Activation of microglia cells by adenosine triphosphate (ATP) has received attention in
literature recently (Davalos et al., 2005; Haynes et al., 2006) but has been known for many
years (Kettenmann et al., 1993). Over 15 years ago, Kettenmann (1993) showed that ATP was
capable of inducing large cation currents in microglia cells. Other research also showed that
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exogenously applied ATP was capable of activating microglia cells to release pathological levels
of cytokines (Inoue, 2006).

1.5.7.1.

Purinergic Receptors

Microglia cells contain both the ligand gated (P2X) and the metabotropic g‐protein coupled
(P2Y) purinergic recpetors (Brautigam et al., 2005). These receptors have been found to
activate microglia in response to LPS, cytokines and damage (Davalos et al., 2005; Haynes et
al., 2006; Inoue, 2006). It has been suggested that tissue damage could result in the release of
purine nucleotides, including ATP, UDP and UTP (Raivich, 2005). Tissue damage induced by
laser microlesion has been shown to result in the rapid activation of microglia, involving the
extension of branches toward the site of damage (Nimmerjahn et al., 2005, Davalos et al.,
2005). The effects of laser microlesion on microglia could be mimicked by local injection of
ATP, ADP or UTP, and inhibited by P2Y receptor blockers (Davalos et al., 2005). Application of
apyrase to degrade ATP, ADP, UTP and other molecules containing di‐phosphate‐bonds,
resulted in inhibition of microglia process outgrowth in response to laser microlesions and also
locked the motility of resting or ramified microglia (Davalos et al., 2005). Supporting a role for
purinergic receptors in microglia motility, Haynes et al., (2006) showed that mice lacking the
P2Y12 receptor show diminished branch extension in response to microlesion. It has also been
shown that wildtype microglia express P2Y12 receptors highly during their resting state, and
this expression in reduced after activation (Haynes et al., 2006). These results suggest that
extracellular ATP via P2Y12 can regulate microglia motility and signal surrounding microglia to
respond to injury. However, since microglia activation in response to laser microlesion can also
be blocked by the hemichannel blocker flufenamic acid (Davalos et al., 2005), it is likely that
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ATP itself does not have a direct effect on microglia processes, and that other signalling is
required (Raivich, 2005).

1.6. Ion Channels and their Functional Importance in Microglia
In general ion channels are membrane proteins allowing for the tight control of ion gradients
inside and outside of the cell. Ion channels of microglia cells regulate membrane potential, cell
volume and intracellular ion concentrations and therefore effect cell activities such as
morphology changes, migration, proliferation, and cytokine synthesis (Eder, 1998). 20 years of
patch clamp studies on microglia cells have shown them to express potassium, chloride,
hydrogen, sodium, calcium, and non‐selective cation channels (Eder, 2005; Newell and
Schlichter, 2005; Ducharme et al., 2007). With respect to their kinetic and pharmacological
properties, most microglia ion channels closely resemble ion channels characterized in other
macrophage preparations (Walz and Bekar, 2001; Walz, 2002). Expression patterns of ion
channels in microglia depend on the functional state of the cells. Microglial ion channels can
be modulated by exposure to lipopolysaccharide or various cytokines, by activation of protein
kinase C or G proteins, by factors released from astrocytes, by changes in the concentration of
internal free calcium, and by variations of the internal or external pH (Walz and Bekar, 2001;
Walz, 2002). Ion channels of microglia have been strongly implicated in regulation of immune
responses including cytokine production, cell proliferation, morphology changes, and migration
(Elkabes et al., 1996; Lin and Bergles, 2002; Eder, 2005).
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Table 1.3. Ion channels of microglia, and the factors identified to regulate their function.
IC50: half maximal current inhibition; : down‐regulated; : up‐regulated; [Ca2+]I: intracellular
free calcium concentration; pHo: extracellular pH. Adapted from Eder, Am J Physiol. 1998.
275(2 Pt 1):C327‐42.
Channel
Type
Inward
rectifier
(~30 pS)

Species
or Pharmacology
Preparation
(IC50)
K

+

HERG‐like K+

Delayed
rectifier K+

Voltage‐
dependant
Ca2+
activated K+
Voltage‐
independent
Ca2+
activated K+

Regulation

References

Ba2+ (23μM);
Cs+ (μM); TEA
(mM); quinine
(mM);
Na+
(mM)

: LPS; TNF; GM‐CSF;
IFN‐γ; G protein; PKC;
internal acidification;
increased [Ca2+]I
: adherence; PKC

MLS‐9 E‐4031 (μM);
Cs+ (mM); Ba2+
(mM)
Rat, mouse, CTX
(1nM);
human
KTX
(1nM);
culture
MTX (nm); 4‐
AP (0.27mM);
Cd2+ (μM); Zn2+
(μM);
Ba2+
(mM);
TEA
(10mM)

Bocchini et al., 1992;
Brockhaus et al.,
1993; Eder et al.,
1995; Fischer et al.,
1995; Ilschner et al.,
1995,
1996;
Kettenmann et al.,
1990; Korotzer and
Cotman,
1992;
McLarnon et al.,
1995, 1997
Zhou et al., 1998

: increased [Ca2+]I;
PKC;
internal
acidification
: LPS; GM‐CSF; IFN‐γ;
astrocytic factors; PKC
Modulation of kinetics
by Ba2+, Ca2+, Cd2+,
Zn2+, changes in pHo

Eder et al., 1995,
1996a, 1996b, 1997;
Fischer et al., 1995;
Korotzer,
1996;
Mclarnon et al., 1997;
Norenberg et al.,
1992, 1993, 1994;
Schlichter et al., 1996;
Visentin et al., 1995,
1997; Yoo et al., 1996
McLarnon et al.,
1995, 1997

Rat, bovine,
human
culture;
mouse
culture, slice,
BV2‐cells

Rat
cells

Bovine,
human
culture

TEA (μM)

Mouse
culture
+
astrocyte
conditioned
medium

CTX
(3nM);
3+
La
(μM to
mM); Ba2+ (μM
to mM); Cd2+
(mM);
TEA
(mM)
4‐AP
(mM);
TEA (mM)

G
protein‐ Mouse
culture
activated K+

Eder et al., 1997

Ilschner et al., 1995,
1996
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Channel
Type

Species
or Pharmacology
Preparation
(IC50)

Regulation

H+

rat, Zn2+ (μM); La3+
(μM);
Ni2+
(μM);
Cd2+
(μM);
Co2+
(μM);
Ba2+
(mM);
4‐AP
(mM);
TEA
(mM)
Human
TTX (nM)
culture; Rat
culture, co‐
culture with
astrocytes
Rat culture

: LPS; astrocytic Eder et al., 1995,
factors; cytochalasin 1998; McLarnon et
D; colchicine
al., 1997; Visentin et
al., 1995

Mouse,
human
culture

Na+

Voltage‐
activated
Ca2+
Ca2+‐release
activate Ca2+
Voltage‐
dependant
Cl‐
Voltage‐
independent
stretch‐
activated Cl‐

: actrocytic factors

Rat culture
Bovine,
human
culture
Rat culture;
mouse
culture,
culture
+
astrocyte
conditioned
medium

Ba2+ (mM)

DIDS
(μM);
SITS
(μM);
NPPB (30μM);
IAA‐94
(210μM);
flufenamic
acid (80μM)

References

Korotzer et al., 1992;
Schmidtmayer et al.,
1994; Sievers et al.,
1994; Tsien et al.,
1995
Colton et al., 1994

Norenberg
1997
McLarnon
1995, 1997

et

al.,

et

al.,

Eder et al., 1998;
Schlichter et al., 1996;
Visentin et al., 1997

1.6.1. Potassium and the Membrane Potential
The main regulator of the resting membrane potential of microglia cells has been shown to be
the inward rectifying potassium channel (Kir) (Norenberg et al., 1994a; Norenberg et al.,
1994b; Eder et al., 1995a, b). Single channel recordings with isotonic symmetrical potassium
solutions determined the conductance of these channels to be about 30 pS (Eder et al., 1995b).
Specifically, Kir2.1 has been suggested as the channel for the microglia inward rectifying
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current (Schilling et al., 2000). These channels are potently blocked by TEA (tetraethyl
ammonium) and barium (Chung et al., 1999; Franchini et al., 2004). When inward rectifying
channels are blocked or absent, delayed rectifier outward potassium channels set the resting
membrane potential (Norenberg et al., 1994a). These channels also appear to be involved in
re‐establishing a negative potential when the membrane potential is disrupted by microglia
activation (Eder et al., 1995b). The delayed rectifier of microglia has been thought to closely
resemble Kv1.3 channels, and this has been confirmed with the use of RTPCR (Kust et al.,
1999). Agitoxin‐2 and TEA are potent blockers of the Kv1.3 channel (Schlichter et al., 1996).

1.6.2. Regulation of Cell Volume
Although the aforementioned potassium channels are thought to play a role in volume
decreases, the main channels involved in microglia volume regulation are chloride channels
(Eder, 2005). These chloride channels become activated when osmotic changes are detected
or when the cell membrane is mechanically stretched (Eder, 1998; Eder et al., 1998). The
chloride channels in microglia activate rapidly after membrane stretch has been initiated (Eder
et al., 1998). These chloride channels are ATP sensitive and exhibit outward rectification, and
do not show time or voltage dependent gating (Schlichter et al., 1996). Potent blockers of
these chloride channels include DIDS, NPPB, and tamoxifen, which all work at micromolar
concentrations (Schlichter et al., 1996).
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1.6.3. Neurotransmitter Receptors on Microglia Cells
In addition to the numerous ion channels identified on microglia, it has also been shown that
these cells possess receptors for several classes of neurotransmitters, which are thought to
serve a range of sensing and activation functions (Table 1.4). Through expression of the major
excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitter receptors for glutamate and GABA respectively,
microglia can sense and respond to neuronal activity (Hagino et al., 2004). In addition,
microglia have also been shown to express purinergic receptors capable of sensing astrocyic
calcium waves (Schipke et al., 2002). As discussed above, microglia can be activated by
extracellular ATP, via the expression of both P2X receptors (Bianco et al., 2005). Thus,
activation of neurotransmitter receptors on microglia can lead to cytokine production, leading
to immune regulation of the brain in response to activity (Pocock and Kettenmann, 2007).

Table 1.4. Neurotransmitter receptors expressed on microglia cells, and their identified
functions. From Pocock and Kettenmann, Trends Neurosci. 2007 30(10):527‐35.
Receptor
Subtypes
Glutamate, ionotropic
AMPA
GluR 1‐4 (flip)
GluR 2, 4 (flop)
NMDA
NR1
Glutamate, metabotropic
Group I
mGluR1, 5a
Group II
mGluR2, 3

Group III

mGluR4, 6, 8

Functions

References

Modulation of TNF‐α release
Expressed
after
function unknown

Noda et al., 2000;
Hagino et al., 2004
ischemia, Gottlieb & Matute,
1997

Agonist induces Ca2+ increase
Activation of mGluR2 induces
neurotoxic Mg phenotype &
TNF‐α release
Activation is protective to Mg &
neurons

Biber et a., 1999
Taylor et al., 2002;
Taylor et al., 2005
Taylor et al., 2003

GABA
GABAB, B1a, B1b, B2

Activation
leads
to
K+ Kuhn et al., 2004
conductance, reduces LPS‐
induced IL release
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Receptor
Purinergic
ATP

Subtypes

Functions

References

P2Y1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12
P2X1, 4, 7

Agonists
cause
cationic,
+
increased
K
conductance,
2+
intracellular Ca , membrane
ruffling & chemotaxis

Norenberg et al.,
1994; James & Butt,
2002; Bianco et al.,
2005,Ohsawa et al.,
2007; Honda et al.,
2001

A2a

Induces NGF, COX‐2 & PGE2

A3

Reduces
release

Α7 nAChR

Ach or nicotine inhibit LPS‐ Shytle et al., 2004
induced TNF‐α release;
Nicotine reduces IFNγ‐induced Giunta et al., 2004
Mg activation

CB2

Activation reduces Mg toxicity &
cytokine secretion
Non‐specific
activation
suppresses Mg activation &
neurotoxicity;
Activation of CB2 & abn‐CBD
increases migration;
Activation of CB2 induces
proliferation & blocks Aβ‐
induced activation

Adenosine

LPS‐induced

Hesse et al., 1997;
Fiebich et al., 1996
TNF‐α Lee et al., 2006

Cholinergic

Cannabinoid

CB1, 2, and abn‐CBD

Liu et al., 2002; Nunez
et al., 2004
Franklin & Stella,
2003; Carrier et al.,
2004
Ortega‐Gutierrez et
al., 2005
Ramirez et al., 2005

Adrenergic
Α1, α2, and β1, β2

Agonists reduce IL‐6 & TNF‐α Mori et al., 2002;
mRNA;
Tanaka et al., 2002
Reduces cytokine & NO release Colton & Chernyshev,
1996, Dello Russo et
al., 2004

Dopamine
D1‐
and
D2‐like, Suppresses NO release
inferred from function promotes migraiton
Opioid
MOR

KOR

MOR3

& Farber et al., 2005

Agonists
induce
ameboid
phenotype, chemotaxis & BDNF
expression
Agonists prevent superoxide,
quinolinic acid production &
HIV‐related toxicity

Dobrenis et al., 1995;
Takayama & Ueda,
2005
Hu et al., 2000;
Wallace 2006; Chao
et al., 2000
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Receptor
Subtypes
Neuropeptide
Substance
Neurokinin‐1
P
Bradykinin

B1 and B2

PACAP/VIP

VPAC1

Functions

References

Modulates
chemotaxis; Lai et al., 2000; Rasley
Activates NADPH oxidase
et al., 2002; Block et
al., 2006
Increases Mg motility; Induces Noda et al., 2003;
release of NO
Noda et al., 2006
Inhibits
production
of Dejda et al., 2005;
chemokines & cytokines
Gonzalez‐Rey
&
Delgado, 2005

1.7. Innate Immune Receptors
The mammalian immune system, of which microglia are a component, employs a number of
mechanisms to detect and eliminate invading pathogens (Janeway, 1993; Medzhitov and
Janeway, 1998b, a; Janeway, 1999, 2001; Heine and Lien, 2003). Immune responses have been
divided into two major categories, the highly conserved innate immune system and the
adaptive immune system found only in vertebrates (Janeway, 2001). The cells of the innate
immune system provides first line defence to pathogens in a generic fashion using germline
encoded proteins, and does not confer long lasting protection to the organism (Janeway,
1993). In contrast, cells of the adaptive immune system recognise and remember specific
pathogens. Adaptive immune cells are capable of recognising self versus non‐self through the
recognition of peptide antigens using surface receptors (Akira et al., 2003; Akira and Takeda,
2004b, a; Takeda and Akira, 2004).
While a number of studies have lead to some understanding of the adaptive immune response,
the complexities of the innate immune response are less well known. Responses of the innate
immune system result from interaction between cell surface receptors of the host and
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conserved structural motifs on the surface of pathogens, also known as pathogen‐associated
molecular patterns (PAMPs)(Kurata et al., 2006; Saito and Gale, 2007; Bernardino et al., 2008).
A number of PAMP‐recognising receptors have been identified, including toll‐like receptros
(TLR), NOD‐like receptors (NLR), and RIG‐I‐like receptors (RLR) (Creagh and O'Neill, 2006).
While TLRs recognise bacteria, viruses, fungi, and protozoa, NLRs typically recognise bacteria,
and RLRs recognise viruses (Creagh and O'Neill, 2006).

1.7.1. TollLike Receptors
The Toll protein was first identified in Drosophila melanogaster as an important regulator of
dorsal‐ventral patterning during embryonic development (Hashimoto et al., 1988). Several
years later, Toll was shown to contribute to immune responses to fungal pathogens in
Drosophila (Lemaitre et al., 1996). Around the same time, the first mammalian homologue of
Toll, termed TLR4, was identified as a pattern recognition receptor required for adaptive
immune responses (Hong et al., 1997; Medzhitov and Janeway, 1997a, b; Medzhitov et al.,
1997). Other members of the TLR family have subsequently been shown to play critical roles in
both innate and adaptive immune responses in mammalian systems (Takeda and Akira, 2007;
O'Neill, 2008). A total of 11 TLRs have been identified to this point in humans, while 13 have
been identified in mouse (Akira and Takeda, 2004a; Kawai and Akira, 2006, 2007, 2009).
In terms of structure, TLRs are membrane‐bound proteins composed of highly conserved
extracellular leucine‐rich repeats (LRR), which vary in number, and a highly conserved Toll‐
interleukin(IL)‐1 receptor (TIR) domain in the cytoplasmic region (Figure 1.5) (Akira and Takeda,
2004a).

Ligands of TLRs are recognised by their LRRs that transmit signals to the intracellular
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Figure 1.5. Alignment of the TIR domain sequences from multiple proteins, and structural
representations of the TLR4 TIR domain. A. Alignment of TIR domain sequences illustrates the
conserved regions that have been shown to be important for TIR function. B, C. Representaiton
of the surface structure of the TLR4 TIR domain showing the BB‐loop region important for
dimerization (purple). CLUSTALW alignment (A) from O’Neill et al., Trends in Immunology,
2003; 24(6): 286‐289. Crystal structures (B,C) from Xu et al., Nature, 2000; 408:111‐115.
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TIR domain. Signalling of these receptors is mediated by interactions with adaptor molecules
such as MyD88, TIRAP/Mal, TRIF, and TRAM (Figure 1.6) (Muraille et al., 2003; Kawai and Akira,
2007). Adaptor molecules then go on to trigger a signalling cascade leading to phosphorylation
of IRAK and activation of downstream effector molecules including NF‐κβ and IRF3 (Li, 2008).
The signalling cascade culminates in the production of immune and inflammatory mediators
such as TNF‐α (Akira and Takeda, 2004a). A large number of molecules have been shown to be
involved in TLR activation pathways (Akira and Takeda, 2004a, b) and through several
modulatory mechanisms such as phosphorylation, targeted degradation, and sequestration of
molecules this complex signalling is tightly regulated depending upon the nature of the
immune stimulus (Miggin and O'Neill, 2006).
TLR signalling has been shown to be involved in the response of glial cells to CNS infection.
Since microglia are the principal immune cell of the CNS, it is not surprising that they have
been shown to express all of the known TLRs (Lee and Lee, 2002; Lehnardt et al., 2002; DeLeo
et al., 2004; Chakravarty and Herkenham, 2005; Kielian et al., 2005; Guo and Schluesener,
2007; Hoffmann et al., 2007; Walter et al., 2007; Jin et al., 2008; DiRosario et al., 2009; Ford
and McVicar, 2009), while neurons (Prehaud et al., 2005; Jackson et al., 2006; Menager et al.,
2009) and oligodendrocytes (Bsibsi et al., 2002) express only TLR3. Due to the difficulty in
producing highly pure astrocyte cultures that are completely free of microglia, it has been
more difficult to determine which TLRs are expressed in astrocytes (Esen et al., 2004; Owens,
2005; Bernardino et al., 2008; Carpentier et al., 2008; De Miranda et al., 2008). Concequently
studies have reported a range of results from a lack of TLR4 in highly pure human astrocytes
((Bsibsi et al., 2002; Jack et al., 2005), to the presence of mRNA for TLRs 1‐10 with the
exception of TLR8 in culture murine astrocytes (Lee and Lee, 2002).
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Figure 1.6. Signalling pathways initiated by binding of LPS to TLR4 via MD‐2. LPS binding leads
to dimerization of TLR4 via TIR domain interactions, which leads to the association of the
adaptor protein MyD88. Adaptor molecules go on to trigger molecular cascades, ultimately
leading to the production of immune mediators such as TNF‐α.
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1.7.1.1.

Toll‐Like Receptor 4

One of the key discoveries towards our understanding of toll like repeceptors was that LPS
non‐responsive mouse strains C3H/HeJ (Sultzer, 1972b), C57BL/10ScCr have mutations in the
TLR4 genes (Poltorak et al., 1998; Poltorak et al., 2000). However, the critical experiment to
show that TLR4 was the essential receptor for LPS signalling was conducted by the introduction
of the TLR4 gene back into LPS non‐repsonsive mice to rescue the phenotype (Kalis et al.,
2003). Further, Kalis et al., (2003) also showed that there was a linear relationship between the
amount of TLR4 expression and the LPS response suggesting a direct correlation between the
amount of TLR4 expression and LPS sensitivity.

1.7.1.2.

Toll‐Like Receptor Signalling

Toll receptors are thought to form homodimers that undergo dimerization when they are
stimulated by a specific ligand (Yamamoto et al., 2004; Kawagoe et al., 2008). The dimerization
is initiated when cytoplasmic Toll/Il‐1 Receptor (TIR) interact with adapter proteins (O'Neill et
al., 2003; Brikos and O'Neill, 2008; Kenny and O'Neill, 2008). Pathways and mechanisms for
further signalling downstream of the TIR domain were first shown to be to involve Myeloid
differentiation primary response gene 88 (MyD88) (Akira et al., 2003; Akira and Takeda, 2004a;
McGettrick and O'Neill, 2004).
The MyD88 pathway for signalling in TLRs has been shown to be the same as is for IL‐1 (Bowie
and O'Neill, 2000; Suzuki et al., 2002b; O'Neill et al., 2003; Hacker et al., 2006; Jenkins and
Mansell, 2009). The MyD88 Adaptor protein also contains a TIR domain that upon ligand
stimulation if the TLR associates with that receptor (Suzuki et al., 2002b; O'Neill et al., 2003;
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Hacker et al., 2006). The interaction of MyD88 with the TLR recruits IL‐1 receptor (IL‐1R)–
associated kinase 4 (IRAK4) to the death domains of both MyD88 and the TLR (Suzuki et al.,
2002b; O'Neill et al., 2003; Hacker et al., 2006). In‐vitro experiments have shown that the BB‐
loop in TIR domain of MyD88 is a good target for specific inhibition of MyD88‐mediated
signaling in vivo (Loiarro et al., 2005; Loiarro et al., 2007).

The interaction of IRAK4 with the

death domains acts to facilitate the phosphorylation of IRAK1 (Kobayashi et al., 2002; Suzuki et
al., 2002b; Suzuki et al., 2002a; Ye et al., 2002). The activated IRAK1 then binds to the tumour
necrosis factor receptor associated factor 6 (TRAF6) (Kobayashi et al., 2002). Two distinct
pathways are activated by TRAF6. The first pathway activated is the transforming growth
factor β‐activated kinase (TAK1) pathway. The other pathway activated by TRAF6 is the NF‐
kappa B and activator protein‐1 (AP‐1) (Kobayashi et al., 2002; Hacker et al., 2006). Both of
these pathways lead to transcription factors like NF‐kappa B being upregulated and an increase
in the activation of Mitogen‐activated protein (MAP) kinases (Akira and Takeda, 2004a). These
factors play a role in the production of inflammatory cytokines that are created in response to
the TLR stimulation. Thus, the end result of stimulation of TLR4 by LPS is expression of several
genes that are involved in the immune response.

1.8. The Role of Microglia in Sickness Behaviour
Following infection dramatic changes are observed in the behaviour of animals and humans,
these changes are collectively referred to as sickness behaviour. Sickness behaviour is
characterized by loss of interest in food or drink, fatigue, and changes in sleep patterns (Hart,
1988). Actions of proinflammatory cytokines in the brain are thought to be the principal cause
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of the behavioural expression of sickness (Dantzer, 2001; Kelley et al., 2003; Miller, 2003;
Dantzer, 2006; Dantzer et al., 2008; Myers, 2008; Tizard, 2008).

1.8.1. Molecular basis of sickness behaviour
One identified molecular mediator of sickness behaviour is IL‐1. It has been shown that either
central or peripheral administration of IL‐1β can lead to the central components of the acute
response to sickness, including the behavioural response (Anforth et al., 1998). In contrast, IL‐6
administration results in fever and other indications of sickness without the behavioural
changes (Lenczowski et al., 1999; Skurlova et al., 2006). Despite the finding that IL‐1β can
recapitulate aspects of sickness, this does not mean that it is the sole mediator of sickness,
instead multiple cytokines act with coordinated potentiation and/or suppression of activity
depending upon the immune stimulus. Like IL‐1, recombinant TNF‐α has been found to
decrease social exploration and induce weight loss when administered to mice (Bluthe et al.,
2001; Bluthe et al., 2002; Palin et al., 2007). In mice lacking one of the receptor sub types for
TNF‐α, a pronounced decrease in sickness behaviour as a result of cytokine administration has
been reported (Palin et al., 2008; Palin et al., 2009). Specifically, this study showed that TNF‐α ‐
induced sickness behavior is mediated by TNF‐R1, and further that adaptor proteins are
necessary for the induction of sickness behaviour (Palin et al., 2009).

1.8.2. Chronic Effects of Sickness Behaviour
Sickness behaviour is the outward expression of inflammation in the CNS as a result of immune
stimulation. It is also thought that sickness associated changes in behaviour alter the actions of
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the organism in order to most effectively deal with the infection (Dantzer, 2001; Kelley et al.,
2003; Miller, 2003; Dantzer, 2006). While evidence supports a role for fever and loss of
appetite in disease coping strategies, it is important to consider that chronic infection can lead
to excessive inflammation, detrimental anorexia and a range of other adverse effects (Dantzer
et al., 2008).

1.8.3. Sickness Behaviour and Depression
The increased expression of inflammatory cytokines that contribute to sickness behaviour
represents is thought to also contribute to the morbidity of major depression. Both infectious
diseases and inflammatory disorders have been show to lead to depressive states in patients
(Evans et al., 2002; Morrison et al., 2002; Zautra et al., 2004). In conjunction with this, people
suffering from major depression also show a reduction in their capabilities to launch an
appropriate innate immune response (Leserman et al., 2002; Leserman, 2003). Cytokines, the
immune modulators that are the act as the mechanism underlying sickness behaviour, are
thought to play a causative role in depression (Dunn et al., 2005; Wieczorek et al., 2005;
Swiergiel et al., 2008).

1.9. Inflammation and Neurodegeneration
As mentioned above, microglia are capable of many different states and these states are
dependent on the nature of the CNS environment (Morimoto et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2003;
Bellucci et al., 2004; Streit, 2004; Minghetti, 2005; Ralay Ranaivo et al., 2006; O'Callaghan et
al., 2008; Maccioni et al., 2009). Systemic inflammation alters the basic state or phenotype of
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microglia cells (Prat et al., 2001; Perry et al., 2002; Settembre et al., 2007). It is unclear
however, whether the alteration in microglia state is a causality in the neurodegenerative
process or if it is a response to an already altered state.

Regardless, suppressing the

inflammation that is associated with neurodegenerative diseases is one of the leading
therapies for neurodegenerative diseases (Lee et al., 1995; Pasinetti, 1996; Asanuma et al.,
2001; Aisen, 2002; Melton et al., 2003; Zilka et al., 2006; Hald et al., 2007; Shulman et al.,
2008).

For example, the use of non‐steroidal anti‐inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) has been

shown to of great benefit for slowing the development of Alzheimer’s disease (Etminan et al.,
2003a, b) and Parkinson’s disease (Chen et al., 2005). However, the complete mechanism of
how blocking inflammation effects the progress of neurodegeneration is still poorly
understood (Akiyama et al., 2000a; Akiyama et al., 2000b).

1.10.

Microglia and Stroke

One of the key functions of microglia cells is to help clear debris associated with damage
(Kreutzberg, 1996).

The phagocytosing of damaged cells allows microglia cells to play an

important role in traumatic events like acute stroke and acute ischemia (Kalman, 1989;
Schilling et al., 2005; Gao et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2009). Upon being activated by the damage
microglia are thought to release both cytotoxic and neuroprotective molecules (Osborne et al.,
1995; Wood, 1995). Neurons that are damaged release Cell differentiating factor 14 (CD14)
(Beschorner et al., 2002a; Beschorner, 2003), which can lead to microglia activation through
TLR4 (Guha et al., 2001). Research on transgenic mice lacking the TLR4 receptor also have
show that microglia cells play and important neuroprotective role following hypoxia/ischemia
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(Lehnardt et al., 2002). The role of microglia activation during stroke has also been shown to
increase damage (Zhang et al., 2005). The use of drugs that block microglia activation, like
minocycline, has been suggested to decrease the damage that occurs during stroke
(Yrjanheikki et al., 1999; Koistinaho et al., 2004; Kim and Suh, 2009). However, others have
shown that the factors released by activated microglia are capable of not only protecting
neurons but are capable of decreasing the size of the infarct area (Watanabe et al., 2000).

1.11.

Rationale, Hypothesis and Objectives

The creation of transgenic mice with microglia‐specific markers has added extensive insight
into our understanding of these complex cells (Jung et al., 2000), allowing examination of the
in vivo dynamics of microglia. Two recent reports have noted that microglia cell processes are
highly motile and that they are quite possibly the most dynamic cells in the CNS (Davalos et al.,
2005; Nimmerjahn et al., 2005; Pocock and Kettenmann, 2007). However, despite the
redefinition of microglia as constantly active contributors to the CNS, the stimuli and
mechanisms regulating the contrasting harmful and beneficial roles of these dynamic cells
remain unknown.
It is thought that microglia act as support cells for neurons and astrocytes (Barres, 1989; Aloisi,
2001; Cunningham et al., 2002; Hanisch and Kettenmann, 2007; Pocock and Kettenmann,
2007; Neumann et al., 2008). In the healthy CNS these cells constantly survey, and when a
harmful stimuli is sensed, microglia become active in removing harmful self‐compounds,
clearing debris from the damaged site, and providing immune‐related requirements for
recovery (Gehrmann et al., 1995; Akiyama et al., 2000b; Banati, 2003; Kim and de Vellis, 2005;
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Block et al., 2007; de Haas et al., 2007; Hanisch and Kettenmann, 2007; Amantea et al., 2009).
Proper regulation of the inflammatory response to injury will arrest degeneration and promote
regrowth, however it has also been suggested that inappropriate regulation can lead to
damage and ongoing degeneration. The specific mechanisms regulating this dynamic shift
from beneficial to harmful roles represents an attractive means for regulating the health and
integrity of the CNS.

The experiments of this thesis will examine the cellular mechanisms underlying rapid
microglia responses to harmful stimuli including tissue damage and immune insults. We
hypothesise that microglia can have both protective and harmful actions, depending upon
the stimuli causing them to become activated. Furthermore, we propose that regulation of
microglia activity can have a profound impact on CNS function. Specifically, in chapter 2 we
investigate the hypothesis that the extension of microglia processes in response to CNS
damage is dependent upon specific ion channels. We also hypothesise that microglia process
extension in response to lesion represents a mechanism for containing damage in the CNS. In
chapter 3, we test the hypothesis that microglia response to the endotoxin LPS depends on
TLR4 signalling pathways, and this response can be blocked using specific interfering
peptides that block TLR4 interaction with the adaptor protein MyD88. Further we
hypothesise that peptides blocking TLR4 signalling will ameliorate the negative inflammatory
effects on the CNS, thereby reducing the sickness behaviour observed in response to LPS
treatment.
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Objectives:
Aim 1. Characterize microglia activities in acute slices, and investigate whether microglia
process extension is dependent upon specific ion channels. Numerous studies have examined
the wide variety of ion channels identified in microglia cells (Macdonald and Olsen, 1994; Illes
et al., 1996a; Schlichter et al., 1996; Brown et al., 1998; Eder, 1998; Walz and Bekar, 2001; Lin
and Bergles, 2002; Walz, 2002; Eder, 2005; Newell and Schlichter, 2005; Zierler and
Kerschbaum, 2005; Kimelberg et al., 2006). These aims will examine ion channels involved in
microglia process outgrowth in response to damage. Of particular interest to these studies will
be channels that have previously been shown to be activated upon microglia stimulation. Both
potassium and chloride channels are excellent candidates, both because of their large
conductance and previous reports of their involvement in microglia activation (Schlichter et al.,
1996; Newell and Schlichter, 2005).

Aim 2. Test weather microglia processes are directed to lesioned areas to reduce the extent
and spread of damage. It is known that microglia rapidly extend processes to the site of a
lesion, however it is unclear what functional roles microglia may have at sites of damage.
Specifically, it is unclear whether microglia surround a lesion in order to reduce or contain the
damage, or whether microglia have the effect of worsening damage due to inflammation. We
will monitor the spread of damage from the initial lesion and test whether damage in adjacent
neurons is altered by preventing process outgrowth from microglia.
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Aim 3. Test the ability of TLR4 interfering peptides to block cytokine activation and microglia
responses following treatment with LPS. It is known that LPS is a potent ligand for TLR4,
however it is unknown whether blocking TLR4 interaction with adaptor proteins is sufficient to
block LPS induced microglia responses and cytokine production. We will design and test
peptides to interfere with the TIR domain interactions between TLR4 and MyD88, preventing
their dimerization, thereby preventing their binding and downstream signalling. Following LPS
treatment we will assess the phosphorylation of downstream targets such as the MAP kinases,
and quantify cytokine production of TNF‐α, and compare these responses to peptide pre‐
treated conditions. We will also examine the effects of LPS or peptide plus LPS on microglia
morphology changes.

Aim 4. Examine whether peptides that block TLR4 signalling, cytokine activation and
microglia responses can reduce the sickness behaviour observed in response to LPS. The
sickness behaviour observed in response to LPS treatment in mice will be compared to mice
pre‐treated with interfering peptides that block TLR4 signalling. We will use a modified SHIRPA
screen based on the EMPReSS protocol and observe the behaviour of mice in a novel
homecage environment to evaluate sickness. We will also evaluate the motivational effects of
LPS or peptide plus LPS treatments in rats using the intracranial self stimulation paradigm.

The interface between the brain and the immune system is critical for normal brain function
and the prevention of diseases in the CNS. Since microglia are the principal immune cells of the
CNS, an understanding of the mechanisms by which microglia can switch their functional roles
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from beneficial to harmful is essential. Insight into the mechanisms involved in dynamic
microglia activation will allow us to understand how these cells influence the progression of
various CNS diseases. Ultimately, this research will identify the pathways by which microglia
can be manipulated, and can potentially provide therapeutic targets to enhance the recovery
of the brain from acute injury or infection.
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2. MICROGLIA PROCESSES BLOCK THE SPREAD OF DAMAGE IN THE
BRAIN AND REQUIRE FUNCTIONAL CHLORIDE CHANNELS1

2.1. Introduction
Recent imaging studies in vivo and in brain slices have shown two new remarkable properties
of microglia; 1) they are capable of extending processes in response to acute damage in the
brain and 2) they constantly probe the surrounding tissue with filopodia during sensing
(Davalos et al., 2005; Nimmerjahn et al., 2005). The roles for receptors and ion channels in
these two motile activities of microglia are still not fully understood. ATP activation of P2Y12
receptors has been shown to be important for guiding processes in response to damage
(Davalos et al., 2005). There are also several studies from cell culture that indicate important
roles for ion channel activation in ramification, phagocytosis, proliferation, and migration of
microglia (Newell and Schlichter, 2005; Ducharme et al., 2007). Cell culture has also been used
for the study of extending neuronal processes, such as growth cones, which have been shown
to require activity of specific ion channels (Greka et al., 2003), and changes in the actin
cytoskeleton (Nishiyama et al., 2008). However, microglia processes have been difficult to
study in reduced preparations such as culture, due to their highly reactive nature. Although
culture studies have elucidated several important pathways involved in microglia activation, it
remains unclear if the rapid process outgrowth in native microglia is governed by similar
cellular mechanisms (Hanisch and Kettenmann, 2007). Furthermore, the mechanisms of rapid
filopodia movement during sensing have not been investigated.

1

A version of this chapter has been accepted for publication. Hines DJ, Hines RM, Mulligan S, & MacVicar BA.
(2009). Microglia processes block the spread of damage in the brain and require functional chloride channels. Glia.
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In numerous cell types, chemokines or growth factors, (Rebenko‐Moll et al., 2006) trigger
directional movement resulting from receptor activated signalling cascades, leading to the
formation of protrusions with branching actin filament networks at their leading edges (Dent
and Gertler, 2003). The multitude of signals and the signalling pathways governing this process
in microglia are still unclear. A recent report indicated that metabotropic purinergic receptor‐
mediated activation of K+ channels is important for the guidance of microglia process
outgrowth (Wu et al., 2007). However, no ion channels have been implicated in directly
mediating process outgrowth or filopodia activity. Microglia express chemokine activated
chloride (Cl‐) channels that have a similar pharmacology to volume sensitive Cl‐ channels
(Rappert et al., 2002). In microglia cell culture, volume changes activate these Cl‐ channels
which also play a role in phagocytosis in cell culture and cell migration (Ducharme et al., 2007).
Cl‐ channel activation is critical in several cell types for allowing the morphological changes
necessary for movement through the extracellular space of intact tissue. Based upon the roles
of ion channels and actin in cellular morphological changes in other cell types, we
hypothesized that Cl‐ channels and actin polymerization are critical for sensing and rapid
process outgrowth of microglia in intact tissue. Furthermore, we propose that inhibition of
these types of motility would provide a model in which to investigate the physiological roles of
microglia.

Here we show that both sensing and rapid process outgrowth require actin

polymerization, but only rapid outgrowth is sensitive to Cl‐ channel block. Furthermore,
inhibition of process outgrowth and subsequent contact with damaged brain tissue results in
significant lesion expansion, suggesting that microglia processes are critical for preventing the
expansion of damaged brain regions into surrounding tissue.
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2.2. Materials and Methods
2.2.1. Slice preparation and solutions
Brain slices were obtained as described previously (Mulligan and MacVicar, 2004) from
CX3CR1‐EGFP (Jung et al., 2000) transgenic mice aged 21–40 days postnatal. Microglia cells
from these transgenic animals are reported to show similar properties to those from wildtype
mice and no observed differences have been reported between heterozygous and homozygous
strains of the CX3CR1‐EGFP mice (Jung et al., 2000; Nimmerjahn et al., 2005; Davalos et al.,
2005 ) . Slices were stored at room temperature (20 to 23o C) for 1h before imaging in an
oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) containing (in mM): NaCl 126, KCl 2.5 or 4.2,
NaHCO3 26, glucose 10, MgCl2 2, NaH2PO4 1.25 and CaCl2 2. Slices were transferred to a
recording chamber and perfused with oxygenated aCSF at a rate of 1–3 ml/min and maintained
at 25 ºC with an inline heater (Warner Instruments). In experiments to reduce external Cl‐
isethionic acid was used as a replacement.

Cl‐ channel antagonists NPPB (40μM), DIDS

(100μM), Tamoxifen (40μM) were first prepared in stock DMSO solutions and were diluted in
aCSF so that DMSO concentrations were < 0.1 %. BaCl2 (2mM), 4‐AP (1mM), TEA (1mM) were
directly added to aCSF.

Agents were perfused onto slices for at least 30 min before

experiments were initiated.
2.2.2. Twophoton imaging and laser microlesion
We performed imaging with a two‐photon laser‐scanning microscope (Zeiss LSM510‐Axioskop‐
2 fitted with a 40X‐W/0.80 numerical aperture objective lens) directly coupled to a 10 W
Chameleon ultrafast laser (Coherent Inc.). EGFP and lipofuscin, which have large two‐photon
absorption cross‐sections, were typically excited at 820nm and epifluorescence was detected
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with external detectors with 510‐nm (40nm bandpass) and 605‐nm (55 nm bandpass) filters.
For acquiring images, laser intensities were <25 mW exiting the objective and there was no
photobleaching or any evidence of cellular damage during extensive scanning to obtain time
lapse images. In order to create discrete micro‐lesions using two‐photon excitation, a circular
region (5μm diameter) was illuminated briefly (total cumulative illumination time 110 msec at
10x intensities used for obtaining images) at the same wavelength as used for obtaining
images. The laser intensity was carefully monitored in all instances and kept comparable
between all experiments. Imaging was done at depths in brain slices > 50μm and up to 100μm.
The mean depth for imaging lesions was 75μm. Z‐stacks were taken in 1.5μm steps and
covered a field of 64.5μm x 64.5μm. The mean scan time for z‐stack was approximately 1 min
and 18 sec.
3D reconstruction and calculations for lesion size were performed using Imaris 5.0 (Bitplane
AG, Zurich, Switzerland). Images were thresholded for the background, and pixels with a value
equal to and less than the threshold, which were not associated with or within the lesion, were
omitted. Lesion volume was calculated using the total number of voxels in the lesion and
converting this into a geometric object. This allowed for the analytical processing of volume
without any loss of precision. The Gaussian filter was set to 0.5μm in accordance to the
dimensions of the point spread function (PSF) of the microscope.

2.3. Results
Our initial goals were to investigate and contrast the mechanisms in microglia underlying
process outgrowth in response to damage versus filopodia surveillance of surrounding tissue.
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Therefore we first examined the dynamic nature of microglia and their responses to trauma in
acutely prepared brain slices to ensure that the responses of microglia in brain slices were the
same as reported in vivo (Figure 2.1) (Davalos et al., 2005; Nimmerjahn et al., 2005). The
morphology of EGFP expressing microglia (Jung et al., 2000) in the interior healthy parts of
brain slices, which can be observed using two photon laser scanning microscopy, had the
appearance of normal resting microglia cells with ramified processes. Careful handling of acute
slices ensured that only cells at the surface (<10um) of the acute slice appeared to be affected
by the slicing process, and in the depths at which we imaged neurons and astrocytes were
healthy and microglia did not appear activated. In addition, we observed extensive filopodia
extension and retraction, indicating that active surveillance or sensing by microglia filopodia of
the surrounding tissue occurs in brain slices as shown in vivo (Figure 2.1a) (Nimmerjahn et al.,
2005).
We induced highly circumscribed lesions in the dendritic zone of CA1 by brief high intensity
two photon laser illumination within a small region of tissue as in previous studies
(Nimmerjahn et al., 2005). Surprisingly we found that the lesioned region was easily detected
by observing an autofluorescent component, which represents lipofuscin created by the
breakdown of membranes and peroxidation of lipids (Harman, 1989; Eichhoff et al., 2008).
Lipofuscin has a broad fluorescence emission spectrum from 460 to 630 nm (Seehafer and
Pearce, 2006) therefore when simultaneously acquiring EGFP fluorescence at 510 to 550 nm
and lipofuscin fluorescence at 610 to 640nm we could separate the microglia processes
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Figure 2.1. Distinct microglia activities of sensing, and process outgrowth in response to laser
microlesion. A. Time series showing the rapid extensions and retractions of microglia filopodia
observed during sensing of the microenvironment in live hippocampal slices. Red arrows
denote filopodia that retract, while green arrows denote filopodia that extend. B. Time series
showing progressive extension of microglia processes (green) toward laser lesion (orange from
overlay of green and red). Left panel is control image of microglia before lesion, with the
middle panel showing the lesion (orange circular region in center). Processes growing out from
the surrounding microglia are obvious at 4 min (center panel). At 12 min the first processes of
the converging growth cones are reaching the lesion (right panel). Top right panel shows
zoomed overlay of microglia endfeet (green) and laser lesion at 19 min post lesion induction.
The lesion appears yellow because of the broad fluorescence emission of lipofuscin like
degradation products in green and red channels. Bottom right panel shows an image of the
lesion alone detected by fluorescence emission at the 610 to 640 nm range.
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(detected in the green spectrum) from lipofuscin in the lesion (detected in both the green and
red spectra; Figure 2.1b). The response of microglia to damage was immediate and initiation
of outgrowing processes was evident within seconds.
We also observed a previously unreported interplay between the filopodia extensions of
sensing and the process outgrowth in response to damage.

Triggering damage caused

formation of microglia cell polarity within seconds, whereby the membrane area closest to the
damage showed robust process outgrowth and opposite to the lesion microglia extensions and
filopodia were retracted (Figure 2.2a‐d). After the microglia growth cones reached the lesion,
cell polarity was lost and microglia filopodia were again observed in the membrane regions
opposite the lesion. Therefore the process outgrowth in response to damage is also associated
with inhibition of filopodia sensing in regions of the cell opposite to where the process
extension originates. This inhibition is lost when the processes reach the lesioned tissue.
Another characteristic pattern was that the growth cone‐like processes of several microglia
often arrived concurrently at the lesion. Using rapid time‐lapse microscopy, we observed that
growth cones from different processes or from different cells would grow together to converge
on a lesion. Normally processes from microglia immediately retract when they encounter the
process from another microglia cell (Figure 2.2e). In contrast, the growing tips of the processes
showed a pattern of cooperation that was apparently only selective between growth cones.
This creates a sphere of growing tips where the primary growth cones from numerous
microglia cells simultaneously converge onto and engulf the lesion (Figure 2.2a). This highly
organized process was facilitated by the inhibition of trailing processes through contact with
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Figure 2.2. Microglia process outgrowth involves a loss of sensing filopodia, polarization and
competition between processes. A. Two photon images of progression of microglia process
outgrowth including cell polarity, process extension, lesion engulfment, and process retraction
and inhibition over 30 min. The resting microglia is shown in the first panel. The changes in
fluorescence intensity in the different coloured rectangles from microglia process growth
through those regions are plotted in B. C. High magnification of the process retraction opposite
the lesion in the region indicated by the dotted white rectangle. This region on the side
opposite the lesion showed a retraction of processes and a decrease in EGFP fluorescence (red
rectangle plotted in D). This decrease in EGFP fluorescence and process retraction continued
until the processes reached the lesion (black dot in B and D). At that time, filopodia and
sensing on the side opposite the lesion was restored, as indicated by the progressive increase
in EGFP fluorescence in this region. E. Time series of images demonstrating the inhibition of
trailing microglia growth cones by the converging growth cone wave. Initially a growing
process is observed (green arrows) that retracts (red arrows) after it touches a filamentous
extension. Inhibition did not occur when growth cones contacted each other.
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any other regions of leading microglia processes (Figure 2.2e).
We investigated the roles for Cl‐ and K+ channels known to be expressed in microglia (Eder,
2005), in the rapid changes in response to damage. Microglia cells have Cl‐ channels that can
be activated by volume changes, by membrane stretching, and by chemokines (Eder et al.,
1998; Rappert et al., 2002; Eder, 2005; Fordyce et al., 2005; Newell and Schlichter, 2005). In
cell culture, Cl‐ channels are necessary for microglia ramification (Rappert et al., 2002), which
might use similar cellular mechanisms as injury induced process outgrowth.

Movement

through the narrow extracellular space by other cells, such as gliomas, requires Cl‐ channel
activation because Cl‐ fluxes are necessary for cells to rapidly change shape (Ransom et al.,
2001; Kimelberg et al., 2006). In addition, chemotaxis of microglia in cell culture has been
shown to require activation of stretch and volume activated Cl‐ channels (Rappert et al., 2002;
Zierler and Kerschbaum, 2005) and ATP has been shown to contribute to activation of these Cl‐
channels (Darby et al., 2003). We therefore tested the involvement of Cl‐ channels in process
outgrowth by applying Cl‐ channel inhibitors at concentrations that have been demonstrated to
be effective on volume activated Cl‐ channels (Kimelberg et al., 2006). Our data illustrated that
tamoxifen (40μM) blocks the ability of microglia cells to extend processes to the site of the
lesion (Figure 2.3). The inhibition of process outgrowth by tamoxifen was reversible, because
upon washout microglia cells in the same brain slices extended processes in response to a new
lesion (Figure 2.3b). This indicates that tamoxifen only caused a transient inhibition and did
not reduce microglia viability.

We tested the actions of NPPB (40μM) and DIDS (100μM),

which also are potent blockers of volume activated Cl‐ channels (Rappert et al., 2002; Eder,
2005; Newell and Schlichter, 2005; Zierler and Kerschbaum, 2005) and found that, similar to
tamoxifen, they completely blocked the extension of processes in response to damage (Figure
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Figure 2.3. The chloride channel blocker tamoxifen inhibits microglia process outgrowth in
response to laser microlesions. A. Two panels at t=0 and 30 min in tamoxifen (Tam, 40 uM)
showing that inhibiting microglia Cl‐ channels completely blocked the outgrowth of processes
from microglia in response to damage. The lesion is the circular fluorescence region in the
lower left in both A and B. B. In the same brain slice after wash‐out of tamoxifen microglia
processes were now observed to grow in response to new lesion formation.
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2.4b,e). Removing external Cl‐ prevented process outgrowth consistent with the primary role
for Cl‐ fluxes in morphological changes or process outgrowth. Picrotoxin (100μM), an inhibitor
of ligand gated Cl‐ channels which are expressed on neurons (Macdonald and Olsen, 1994) and
astrocytes (Fraser et al., 1995) had no effect on microglia process outgrowth (Figure 2.4e). In
contrast to the results obtained with Cl‐ channel antagonists, inhibiting microglia K+ channels
with selective K+ channel antagonists did not block process outgrowth. We tested 4‐AP (1mM)
and TEA (1mM), which block the voltage gated K+ channels, and BaCl2 (2mM), which blocks the
inward rectifier K+ channels (Eder, 2005; Fordyce et al., 2005). Process outgrowth still occurred
in response to lesions with these blockers applied (Figure 2.4d,e). We also found no reduction
of microglia process outgrowth after blocking synaptic transmission with the glutamate
receptor antagonist CNQX (20μM), or after blocking action potentials with tetrodotoxin
(23μM) (Figure 2.4e).
In a number of different cell types, the actin cytoskeleton has been shown to play a
fundamental role in mediating both cell motility and morphological changes (Heidemann and
Buxbaum, 1998). The actin cytoskeleton has also been shown to be necessary for microglia
morphology changes in response to other stimuli (Klee et al., 1998; Imai and Kohsaka, 2002).
Cell motility and morphological changes are powered by coordinating actin network mediated
extensions and contractions via polymerization and depolymerization processes.
We examined whether process outgrowth in response to lesion requires actin cytoskeleton
remodelling. In order to block actin polymerization we bath applied either cytochalasin‐B, a
drug that reversibly blocks filament assembly by binding to the barbed ends of filaments,
indirectly inducing their depolymerization, or latrunculin B, which acts by binding g actin
monomers and preventing the incorporation into f‐actin and thereby preventing actin
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Figure 2.4. Blocking actin polymerization or Cl‐ channels inhibits microglia process outgrowth
in response to laser micro‐lesions. Upper panels (A to D) show representative images of the
extent of process outgrowth in the presence of different pharmacological antagonists after 30
min. A. In control conditions numerous processes were observed to converge on the lesion.
B. In the presence of a Cl‐ channel antagonist (DIDS 100 uM) no process outgrowth was
observed at 20 min. C. When slices were treated with cytochalasin B (20 uM) microglia process
outgrowth was also observed to be inhibited. D. In the K+ channel blocker TEA (5mM) robust
process outgrowth was observed, similar to control conditions. E. Quantification of process
outgrowth in μm per minute in response to laser micro‐lesions with various pharmacological
applications. Each of the Cl‐ channel antagonists that are known to block microglia Cl‐ channels
blocked process outgrowth, whereas the ligand gated Cl‐ channel blocker, picrotoxin, had no
effect. Agents blocking actin polymerization, including cytochalasin B and latrunculin B, were
effective at inhibiting process outgrowth. In contrast, each of the K+ channel antagonists alone
had no effect. TTX, which blocks Na+ dependent action potentials in neurons and CNQX, which
blocks AMPA/kainate receptors and synaptic transmission, had no effect on microglia process
outgrowth.
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polymerization (Bear et al., 2002; Witteck et al., 2003). The actin polymerization inhibitors
cytochalasin‐B (20um) or Latrunculin B (4um) were bath applied, and the process outgrowth of
microglia was monitored after inducing a laser lesion. Cytochalasin blocked the retraction or
polarization, and completely prevented process outgrowth in response to the induced lesion
(Figure 2.4c,e). Similarly, bath application of latrunculin also completely inhibited polarization
and process outgrowth following lesion induction.
We examined the effects of the Cl‐ channel blocker tamoxifen on the spontaneous filopodia
extensions and retractions that are indicative of the sensing of microglia. In contrast to the
complete inhibition of process outgrowth after lesioning as described above, tamoxifen did not
alter filopodia extensions and retractions (Figure 2.5a,b,d). Sensing by filopodia continued
unabated.

Filopodia movements are reported to rely upon actin filament dynamics in

numerous cell types. We tested cytochalasin‐B and found that filopodia movement was totally
blocked (Figure 2.5c,d). This was similar to the inhibition of process outgrowth that was also
blocked by cytochalasin‐B.
Next we examined whether the lesion volume changed with time and whether blocking the
rapid extension of microglia processes had an impact on the progressive changes in induced
lesion size. Lesion volume was measured by creating 3‐dimensional reconstructions of z‐stacks
taken immediately after creating the lesion and again after 30 min. In control slices, microglia
processes reached the lesion by 10 min and surrounded and contained the lesion by 20 min.
After 30 min the lesion volume was reduced by about 37% (n=5; Figure 2.6a,b,f). In contrast, in
the presence of the Cl‐ channel inhibitor tamoxifen (40 µM), microglia processes did not reach
the lesion, and the lesion increased in volume by 365% at 30 min (n=5; Figure 2.6c,f). We
controlled for the effect of tamoxifen itself by perfusing tamoxifen onto the tissue after the
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Figure 2.5. Blockers of cytoskeletal dynamics block sensing activity in microglia, whereas Cl‐
channel blockers do not. A. Time series showing the dynamic extension and retraction of
microglia filopodia during sensing under control conditions. B. Application of the Cl‐ channel
blocker tamoxifen does not inhibit sensing. In contrast to the striking effect of blocking Cl‐
channels on process outgrowth, microglia fiolopdia are still observed to rapidly extend and
retract in the presence of tamoxifen. C. When cytochalasin B is applied, sensing is completely
inhibited, and microglia filopodia neither extend nor retract. D. Quantification of filopodia
motility in m per minute under control, tamoxifen and cytochalasin B conditions.
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Figure 2.6. Lesion expansion into surrounding tissue only occurred when microglia processes
were inhibited from reaching lesions. A. Under control conditions, microglia process
outgrowth prevented spread of the lesion and reduced lesion volume by 40% at 30 min. The
top panels (t=0) shows the initial lesion formation (overlay of green and red channels) and
extension of processes surrounding and partially obscuring the lesion (t=30 min). B. The lesion
in isolation was visualized in the red channel and reconstructed in 3D to observe the volume
of the lesion without being obscured by microglia processes. In control conditions, the initial
lesion (B left panel) was observed to shrink by 30 min (B right panel). C. When process
outgrowth was blocked by tamoxifen, the lesion grew by 30 min to a much larger volume (right
panel). D. When latrunculin B is used to block actin polymerization lesion volume was
observed to grow at 30 min. E. Similarly, when surrounding microglia were ablated and no
processes reached the lesion, the lesion gradually grew and after 30 min had dramatically
expanded. F. Percent change in lesion volume between t=0 and 30 min in control, tamoxifen,
tamoxifen wash‐in, latrunculin B, and microglia ablation conditions. The initial lesion volumes
were identical, and in control the lesion volume shrank by approximately 37% when microglia
processes were allowed to reach the lesion. However in tamoxifen, the lesion volume
expanded significantly by 365% (*, p<0.05). The lesion growth in tamoxifen was not due to
tamoxifen itself because if we applied tamoxifen after the microglia processes reached the
lesion at 10 min (Tam W/I) the lesion growth did not occur. Comparable to blocking process
outgrowth via tamoxifen, latrunculin B also resulted in an increase in lesion volume by 441% at
30 min (*, p<0.05). Similarly, microglia ablation blocked process outgrowth and resulted in a
significant 272% increase in lesion volume (*, p<0.05).
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processes had extended toward the lesion. When tamoxifen was perfused after process
extension (approximately 10 min post‐lesion), the lesion did not grow in size indicating that
tamoxifen itself did not affect lesion growth (Figure 2.6f) and that the newly sprouted
microglia processes prevent lesion growth. Since process outgrowth was also blocked by
agents that interfere with actin polymerization, we also tested the impact of Latrunculin B on
lesion volume. Thirty minutes following lesion induction in the presence of Latrunculin B, no
process outgrowth was observed, and the lesion volume was found to increase by 441% (n=5;
Figure 2.6d,f).
We tested the ability of microglia processes to reduce lesion volume using another strategy
not involving pharmacological inhibition of Cl‐ channels or actin dynamics. In this approach,
microglia within a large region of a brain slice were themselves ablated by searching through
the tissue and illuminating each microglia soma with discrete laser pulses. Microglia at
different depths surrounding the planned lesion site were ablated in a serial pattern, starting
distal to the area and finishing with the central most microglia. The serial pattern of ablation
ensured that microglia processes would not invade the planned lesion site prior to lesion
induction. Subsequently a lesion was created as described above in the area devoid of
microglia. If the inactivation of microglia was successful and no microglia processes were
observed to reach the area of damage, the lesion volume grew 272% (n=5; Figure 2.6e,f),
suggesting that microglia process outgrowth is critical for lesion containment.
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2.4. Discussion
The results in this study provide important evidence that microglia act to limit the spread of
damage from an acute lesion.

Microglia process outgrowth in response to damage is

remarkably rapid and highly organized involving cell polarity, process extension, engulfment of
the lesion, and process retraction and inhibition The process outgrowth observed in microglia
is strikingly rapid (2μm/min), particularly in comparison with the responses of other major cell
types of the CNS to a variety of stimuli, including neurons (0.012μm/min; (De Paola et al.,
2006)) and astrocytes (0.5 μm/min (Hirrlinger et al., 2004)). ATP is a guide for this rapid
response (Davalos et al., 2005; Haynes et al., 2006) but there are numerous chemokines and
other signalling factors that could also play a role (Minghetti, 2005).
Additionally, these studies provide a detailed description of sensing activities of microglia, the
mechanisms of which have not been examined. The present experiments reveal that sensing
and process outgrowth appear to be exclusive processes as filopodia sensing ceases when
microglia initiate process outgrowth in response to the lesion. This demonstrates that sensing
and process outgrowth are distinct, but interrelated activities of microglia cells. A commonality
shared between sensing and process outgrowth is the inhibition observed between processes
of adjacent cells. When the filopodia contact one another they are observed to immediately
retract. Similarly, when process outgrowth occurs in response to damage, processes are
inhibited and retract when they contact any parts of other microglia except for the growing
tips.
The present experiments also reveal that both sensing and process outgrowth require
cytoskeletal rearrangement, but differ in other aspects of their regulation. Dynamic
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rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton is crucial for the functioning of most immune cells
(Lambrechts et al., 2004). Upon activation, immune cells polarize their membranes in the
direction of the immune stimuli. In the lesion assay, microglia cells show a similar polarization,
whereby the opposite side of the cell retracts its filopodia. Long parallel bundles of actin
filaments act as sensors at the leading edge of the cell’s membrane and guide the movement
of immune cells towards immune stressors (Ridley et al., 2003).
A distinct difference between sensing and process outgrowth is Cl‐ channel activity. In contrast
to process outgrowth, Cl‐ channels do not seem to be critical for sensing, as the blockers for
these channels did not disturb microglia sensing. The rapid process outgrowth in microglia may
require Cl‐ channels to allow the volume changes necessary for processes to squeeze through
the narrow extracellular space. The effectiveness of antagonists against volume sensitive Cl‐
channels (tamoxifen, NPPB, DIDS) indicate that this type of Cl‐ channel, previously described to
be expressed in microglia, is involved in regulating process outgrowth (Eder, 2005; Newell and
Schlichter, 2005). Cl‐ channels in other glial cells have been shown to be associated with
cytoskeletal remodeling, cell morphology and cell motility (Lascola and Kraig, 1996; Lascola et
al., 1998). Also, specific chemokines have been shown to regulate volume activated Cl‐
channels in epithelial cells (Chu et al., 2004). In comparison, antagonists against K+ channels
that are expressed in microglia, including the inward rectifier (Ba2+) and calcium activated K+
channels (TEA)(Eder, 2005; Fordyce et al., 2005), did not block process outgrowth.
Immune cells are capable of both sensing and sending out processes to the sites of damage.
These data show that microglia functions of process outgrowth and sensing are resistant to the
excitotoxic effects of damage, and in fact microglia processes growinto regions of brain
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damage serving to protect surrounding cells. When microglia processes surround the lesion,
they may act to contain damage via uptake of harmful factors released from damaged tissues.

The autoflourescence detected at the lesion site is lipofuscin, resulting from peroxidation of
unsaturated fatty acids, and may reflect membrane damage, or rupture of mitochondria and
lysosomes(Eichoff et al., 2008) . Contents of the lesion were also likely to contain denatured
proteins, DNA, and other non fluorescent cellular metabolites(Harmin, 1989). The imaging of
lipofuscin in these experiments afforded a valuable means of assessing the extent of damage
resulting from the lesion assay. By measuring the volume of the autoflourescent lesion we
were able to determine that when microglia process outgrowth was prevented, the extent of
damage was dramatically increased. Conversely, when process outgrowth reached the lesion
site, the autofluorescent volume representing the extent of damage decreased dramatically.

Of particular interest, lipofuscin is a key marker for advanced stages of macular degeneration,
and abnormal accumulation of lipofuscin is implicated in central nervous system pathologies
such as Alzheimer disease, Parkinson disease, and the group of neurodegenerative disorders
called lipofuscinoses which includes Batten disease (Palmer et al., 1992; Starita et al., 1995).
The accumulation of lipofuscin‐like material in some of these disorders is thought to result
from an imbalance between formation and disposal mechanisms. Experimental models of
lipofuscin accumulation are induced via administration of protease inhibitors, and these
accumulations are observed to recover after a period of three months following cessation of
treatment (Koike et al., 2000), indicating the action of a disposal mechanism. The present
experiments suggest a microglia based mechanism for the containment and clearance of
lipofuscin under healthy conditions.
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In conclusion we demonstrate that the rapid response of microglia cells to damage requires Cl‐
channel activity. Further we characterized the dynamic function of microglia in live tissue,
including rapid sensing of the environment, and polarization occurring in concert with process
outgrowth toward sites of damage. It is clear that both sensing (6 µm/min) and process
outgrowth (2 µm/min) are extremely rapid and dynamic processes in the nervous system that
are unique to microglia. We also provide evidence to suggest that sensing and process
outgrowth are part of a continuum of microglia function, but are regulated by separate
mechanisms. Understanding the mechanisms of microglia function will provide insights into
the role of these unique cells under normal and pathological conditions. It is clear however,
that the first line of defence in the brain is provided by the rapid response of microglia cells.
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3. PREVENTION OF LPSINDUCED MICROGLIA ACTIVATION, CYTOKINE
PRODUCTION AND SICKNESS BEHAVIOR WITH TLR4 RECEPTOR
INTERFERING PEPTIDES2

3.1.Introduction
The Toll‐like receptor 4 (TLR4) and its potent ligand lipopolysaccharide (LPS), represent one of
the first and best characterized ligand and receptor combinations in the innate immune system
(Chakravarty and Herkenham, 2005; Doyle and O'Neill, 2006). Systemic LPS acts on the CNS
through several parallel pathways (reviewed in Dantzer et al, 2007) including; 1) activation of
TLR4 on microglia in regions where the blood brain barrier (BBB) is permeable (e.g. area
postrema and circumventricular organ (CVO) (Laflamme and Rivest, 2001) 2) activation of
perivascular cells and endothelial cells of blood vessels in the brain (Gosselin and Rivest, 2008);
3) stimulation of the afferent vagal nerves and 4) transport across the BBB of cytokines
generated by peripheral cells (Banks, 2006). TLR4 activation has also been linked to sickness
behavior and neurodegenerative pathologies in several CNS diseases (Caso et al., 2007;
Lehnardt et al., 2008) which could be better understood by the development of effective
inhibitors against TLR4 activation. The profound changes which constitute sickness behavior
include loss of motivation for food and drink, diminished social interaction, fatigue, irritability,
depression and cognitive impairment (Hart, 1988). Sickness behavior is thought to result from
cytokine secretion following activation of TLR4 receptors on microglia in perivascular regions
and in brain regions where the BBB is highly permeable, as well as TLR4 activation in peripheral
cells (Perry et al., 2003).

Although sickness behavior is a normal acute response to
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inflammation, abnormal or prolonged inflammation and cytokine release can contribute to
depressive disorders and CNS dysfunction (Perry, 2004; Kettenmann, 2007; Dantzer et al.,
2008).

3.2. Materials and Methods
3.2.1. Peptide Design
The generated peptides (Anaspec, San Jose, CA.) were based on epta peptides (Loiarro et al.,
2005) with sequences mimicking the BB‐loop of TLR4 and MyD88 TIR domains, preceded by a
truncated Tat sequence (Mann, et al., 1991).
Sequences for the peptides are as follows:
Tat‐TLR4: YGRKKRRQRRR‐RDFIPGV
Tat‐MyD88: YGRKKRRQRRR‐RDVLPGT
Tat‐Scram: YGRKKRRQRRR‐PTDLVRG

3.2.2. LPS and Peptide Administration
LPS was dissolved in saline at a concentration of 40 μg/mL and either injected intraperitoneally
for in vivo experiments, or bath applied for experiments conducted in slice. Both the Tat‐TLR4
and Tat‐MyD88 peptides were dissolved in saline to a concentration of 20 μg/mL, and again
were either bath applied or injected depending upon the experiment. In experiments where
both LPS and peptide treatments were used, peptide injection preceded LPS by 30 min.
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3.2.3. Slice Preparation and Solutions
Brain slices were obtained as described previously (Mulligan et al., 2004) from CX3CR1‐EGFP
(Jung et al., 2000) transgenic mice aged 21–40 days postnatal. Slices were stored at room
temperature (20 to 23o C) for 1 hr before imaging in an oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid
(aCSF) containing (in mM):NaCl 126, KCl 2.5 or 4.2,NaHCO3 26, glucose 10, MgCl2 2,NaH2PO4
1.25 and CaCl2 2. Slices were transferred to a recording chamber and perfused with
oxygenated aCSF at a rate of 1–3 mL/min and maintained at either 25˚C with an inline heater
(Warner Instruments).

3.2.4. TwoPhoton Imaging
We performed imaging with a two‐photon laser‐scanning microscope (Zeiss LSM510‐Axioskop‐
2 fitted with a 40X‐W/0.80 numerical aperture objective lens) directly coupled to a 10 W
Chameleon ultrafast laser. EGFP was typically excited at 820nm and epifluorescence was
detected with external detectors. For acquiring images laser intensities were <25 mW at the
tissue and there was no photobleaching nor was there any evidence of cellular damage during
extensive scanning to obtain time lapse images. The laser intensity was carefully monitored in
all instances and kept comparable between all experiments. Imaging was done at depths in
brain slices > 50 µm and up to 100 um. The mean depth for imaging lesions was 75 um. Z‐
stacks were taken in 0.5 µm steps and covered a field of 64.5 µm x 64.5 µm. The mean scan
time for z‐stack was approximately 1 min and 18 sec.
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3D reconstruction of microglia, and automated assessment of the number of branches was
performed using Imaris 5.0 (Bitplane AG, Zurich, Switzerland). The Gaussian filter was set to
0.5 uM in accordance to the dimensions of the PSF of the microscope.

3.2.5. Western Blotting and CoImmunoprecipitation
All samples were boiled in SDS page sample buffer with DTT for 10 min. After SDS page and
transfer, nitrocellulose membranes were probed with anti‐TLR4 and anti‐MyD88, followed by
alexa 680 and IRD800 conjugated secondary antibodies for detection using an Odyssey
machine (Li‐Cor), or HRP conjugated secondaries for ECL detection.
For co‐immunoprecipitation, brain tissue from either Tat‐TLR4 injected, Tat‐scram injected, or
untreated mice was rapidly harvested and homogenized in TEEN buffer (50mM Tris‐HCL, 1mM
EGTA, 150mM NaCl) plus 0.2%SDS and 0.8% TWEEN, supplemented with PMSF, and protease
inhibitor tablet (1 for 10 mL; Roche Applied Science). Following a 30 min lysis, samples were
spun at 14000 rpm for 10 min at 4˚C, and the supernatant was transferred to a clean tube.
Lysed protein was incubated with either anti‐TLR4 (company) or anti‐MyD88 (company) for 1
hr at 4˚C. Sepharose beads (company) were washed 3x in TEEN buffer and added to tubes
containing lysed protein‐antibody, and incubated at 4˚C for 1 hr. Following incubations, beads
were washed 3x in the above described TEEN buffer, and subjected to SDS‐page described
above.
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3.2.6. EnzymeLinked ImmunoSorbent Assay
Enzyme‐linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) were performed according to manufacturer
instructions (R & D systems, Minneapolis, MN). In brief, hippocampal brain slices were
incubated and treated in a homemade chamber (using 12 multi‐well plates) equipped with
continuous aeration with 95% O2/5% CO2. Slices were treated with LPS (40 μg/ml) in the
absence or presence of Tat peptides. The latter were pretreated for 30 min prior to LPS
application. The cell‐free supernatants were used for analysis of TNF‐α production. For in vivo
experiments, mice were IP injected with LPS (CONC μg/kg) and hippocampi were surgically
removed for protein assay and mouse TNF‐α ELISA (eBioscience, San Diego, CA). Tat peptides
(CONC) were intraperitoneally injected 30 min prior to LPS administration.

3.2.7. Cumulative Behavioral Score
The behavioral screen were based on the modified SHIRPA protocol employed by European
Mouse Phenotyping Resource of Standardised Screens (EMPReSS) designed to evaluate
phenotypes of mouse strains (Brown et al., 2005, Brown et al., 2006). Details of the
assessments used and the scoring are as follows:
Observation of animal during uninterrupted activity in the home cage:
Body position
Normal: sitting or standing
1 = Occasional hunching of back (kyphosis)
2 = Intermittent but pronounced kyphosis
3 = Lying on side, or prone
Basal activity (square crossings)
Normal: vigorous scratching, grooming, moderate movement
1 = Vigorous, rapid/darting movement
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2 = Repeated rearing on hind legs and/or repeated vertical leaping
Palpebral Closure
Normal: eyes open
1 = Eyes 1/2 closed
2 = Eyes closed
Piloerection
0 (Normal): None, coat smooth
1 = Coat stands on end
Observation of animal in open arena with manipulation
Transfer arousal
0 (Normal): brief freeze followed by active movement
1 = Prolonged freeze, then slight movement
2 = No freeze, immediate movement
3 = Extremely excited ("manic")

Tail position during forward motion
0 (Normal): horizontally extended tail during locomotion
1 = Dragging
2 = Elevated / Straub Tail
Touch escape from finger stroke on back from above
Normal: moderate (rapid response to light stroke)
1 = Vigorous (escape response to approach)
2 = No response
Pinna reflex (to touch of the proximal part of the inner canthus)
Normal: active retraction, moderately brisk flick
1 = Hyperactive, repetitive flick
2 = None
Corneal reflex (to light touch of the cornea)
Normal: active single eye blink
1 = Multiple eye blink
2 = None
Body tone (resistance to finger press on body cavity)
Normal: resistance
1 = Flaccid, no return of cavity to normal
2 = Extreme resistance, board like
Limb tone (limb resistance to gentle finger tip pressure on hind paw)
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Normal: resistance
1 = Extreme resistance
2 = No resistance

3.2.8. Novel Home Cage Behavior
The behavior of mice in the novel home cage was assessed using the Noldus Ethovision
automated Video Tracking system (Noldus, Wageningen, The Netherlands). Parameters
including total distance travelled, average speed, and number of rears were assessed. Results
from tracking analysis were analyzed using ANOVA to compare means.

3.2.9. Intracranial Self Stimulation
Surgery: Rats were anaesthetized with xylazine (7 mg/kg i.p.) and ketamine hydrochloride (100
mg/kg i.p.), and placed in a standard stereotaxic apparatus. The dorsal surface of the skull was
exposed and a single hole was drilled to allow implantation with a stainless‐steel bipolar
electrode. Electrodes were directed at a site in the medial forebrain bundle corresponding to
the level of the posterior lateral hypothalamus (AP, x0.5 mm from bregma; ML,+1.7 mm;
DV,x8.3 mm from dura; tooth bar, 5.0 mm above the interaural line). Electrodes were secured
to the skull with surgical stainless‐steel screws and dental acrylic cement. All animals were
allowed to recover from surgery for at least 1 wk before starting ICSS training.
ICSS Training: Training and testing were conducted in 8 Plexiglas boxes (30r30r24 cm), housed
within sound‐attenuating chambers. Depression of a lever delivered a sinewave current (60 Hz)
of fixed duration (200 ms), via a flexible lead connected to the chronically implanted
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intracranial electrode assembly. During the initial training period, the current was set at 16 mA,
and only those animals that maintained consistent lever pressing were used for the second
stage of training. This stage consisted of training subjects on an ascending series rate‐intensity
protocol, whereby current intensities were preset by a computer (Nova‐3; Manx software) and
increased in 2 mA steps, from an initial value of 8 to 28 mA. Five priming pulses of stimulation
were delivered to each animal at the beginning of the first minute of testing at a given current
level. The number of bar presses was recorded for the subsequent 4‐min period, after which
the current intensity was set at the next level. Data collection was controlled by the computer
and individual rate–intensity curves were plotted daily for each subject, from which three
measures were calculated ; the current at which responding was half maximal (M50), the
minimum current required to maintain a threshold level of responding of 30 presses per
minute, and the asymptotic level of responding.
After stable levels of ICSS responding had been achieved (M50<¡10%, for 3 consecutive days),
animals were rank ordered based upon their level of responding over the previous three
baseline sessions. Rats were then assigned sequentially to 4 groups, from the highest to the
lowest M50 values. Two groups (n=7, 8 per group) were assigned to receive administration of
LPS, either acutely or chronically, while two groups (n=7 per group) received vehicle.
Electrode placements were verified at the conclusion of the experiment by sectioning 50 mm
coronal slices of the brain at the level of the lateral hypothalamus. Brain sections were stained
with Cresyl Violet and the locations of the electrode tips were recorded.
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3.3. Results
Our goal was to manipulate the impact of LPS binding to TLR4 in vivo, which leads to sickness
behavior. Accordingly, we developed interfering peptides coupled to a truncated Tat carrier
sequence (Mann and Frankel, 1991) in an attempt to block TLR4 signalling in brain slices, and
subsequently examined their efficacy in preventing TLR4 activation in vivo. Specifically, the
peptides were designed to block TLR4‐MyD88 binding via the intracellular TIR domain induced
by LPS activation of TLR4 (Figure 3.1A). We based our sequence on epta‐peptides directed
against the BB‐loop within the TIR domains of TLR4 (Tat‐MyD88) and MyD88 (Tat‐TLR4)
(Loiarro et al., 2005; Loiarro et al., 2007). We were able to monitor the effects of blocking
TLR4‐MyD88 by monitoring a cascade of downstream interactions with IL‐1 receptor
associated kinases (IRAK) (Cao et al., 1996a; Muzio et al., 1997), and tumor necrosis factor
receptor associated factor 6 (TRAF6),that lead ultimately to cytokine production (Cao et al.,
1996b).
We first determined whether these Tat‐interfering peptides entered cells in brain slices after
bath application in vitro or crossed the BBB and entered CNS cells after IP injections in vivo.
Dansylated Tat‐MyD88 was injected intraperitoneally (IP) into mice and 30 minutes later acute
brain slices were prepared for immediate examination using two‐photon microscopy. A strong
fluorescence signal was detected in the cytoplasm of cells in the hippocampus, in contrast to
vehicle injected controls (Figure 3.1B,C), indicating that the Tat‐fused peptides could cross the
BBB and permeate CNS cells. Similar cell staining was observed following incubation of brain
slices with dansylated Tat‐MyD88 in the ACSF. Entry of labelled Tat‐MyD88 peptides into CNS
cells shows that the peptides have access to the intracellular site of TLR4 receptors where
MyD88 is bound.
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Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram showing the mechanism of action of the Tat‐MyD88 and Tat‐
TLR4 peptides and their efficacy in preventing protein interactions in vivo. A. The peptides
are directed against regions of the TLR4 receptor and MyD88 TIR domain, thereby interfering
with the interaction of these two proteins. LPS treatment has been shown to increase TLR4 and
MyD88 binding leading to the activation of MAP kinases and NFκβ modulation of TNF‐α. Thus
the peptides may be effective in blocking downstream signalling to MAP kinases and TNF‐α.
B,C. 2‐photon images of brain tissue showing that following intraperitoneal (IP) injection in the
mouse dansylated Tat peptide can be observed in cells in the brain. D When IP injected Tat‐
MyD88 and Tat‐TLR4 but not Tat‐scram reduced co‐immunoprecipitation of TLR4 and MyD88
from brain tissue. E. Quantification of co‐immunoprecipitaiton experiments, the density of the
co‐immunoprecipitated protein was normalized to the density of the immunoprecipitated
protein.
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We next tested whether Tat‐MyD88 can effectively block the interaction between TLR4 and
MyD88 in the whole brain by assessing their interaction via co‐immunoprecipitation. Mice
were injected IP with either vehicle (control), Tat‐MyD88 peptide, or a scrambled version of
the MyD88 sequence coupled to Tat (Tat‐scram) and whole brain lysates were prepared 30
minutes later. Western blots of immunoprecipitated brain lysate prepared from mice injected
with Tat‐MyD88 showed a reduction in the intensity of the MyD88 band co‐
immunoprecipitated using anti‐TLR4 antibody (Figure 3.1D,E). Likewise, the reverse co‐
immunoprecipitation of TLR4 using the MyD88 antibody was also diminished in mice injected
with Tat‐MyD88. In contrast, when animals were treated with Tat‐scram, no change was
observed in the co‐immunoprecipitation of either MyD88 with TLR4, or TLR4 with MyD88
(Figure 3.1D,E).
The disruption of co‐immunoprecipitation supports the possibility that Tat‐interfering peptides
cause functional disruption, which we tested by examining the efficacy of Tat‐MyD88 and Tat‐
TLR4 to inhibit LPS activation of second messenger pathways and cytokine production in both
brain slices and in vivo. We began by determining the time course of downstream kinase
activation in acutely prepared brain slices treated with LPS. Lysates were prepared 0, 15, 30, 45
or 60 minutes following treatment of slices with LPS (40ug/mL; 45 min), and membranes were
probed for phospho‐p38 MAPK (P‐p38MAPK), phospho‐JNK (P‐JNK), and GAPDH, which was
used as a loading control (Figure 3.2A). Increases in both P‐p38MAPK and P‐JNK (normalized
to GAPDH intensity) were significant at 30 (172.63±17.83, p=.003; 155.91±17.38, p=.004), 45
(235.65±29.42, p=.001; 166.10±13.32, p=.004), and 60 (271.14±38.85, p<.001; 189.94±23.41,
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Figure 3.2. Time course of kinase activation and TNF‐α formation following LPS treatment,
and the inhibition by Tat‐MyD88 and Tat‐TLR4. A. Representative blots showing P‐p38 MAPK
and P‐JNK rapidly increased in brain tissue following LPS treatment. GAPDH was monitored as a
loading control. B,C. Quantification of the increased P‐p38 MAPK and P‐JNK levels over 60
minutes following LPS treatment. D‐F. P‐p38 MAP kinase and P‐JNK increases from LPS were
attenuated by Tat‐MyD88 and Tat‐TLR4. D. Representative blots of kinase activation following
various treatments. E. Quantification of P‐p38 MAPK normalized to GAPDH levels. F.
Quantification of P‐JNK normalized to GAPDH levels. G,H. LPS treatment increased TNF‐α
levels, and this increase was blocked by Tat‐TLR4 and Tat‐MyD88. Quantification of TNF‐α
levels using ELISA in acute brain slice (G) parallels results found in whole brain lysates of
injected animals (H).
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p=.001) min following LPS treatment (Figure 3.2B,C). However preincubation (1 hour) of brain
slices with either Tat‐MyD88 (3nM), Tat‐TLR4 (3nM) prevented the same LPS stimulation
(40ug/mL; 45 min) from increasing P‐p38MAPK (p=.654; p=.395) and P‐JNK (p=.386; p=.686)
levels (Figure 3.2D‐F). In contrast, matched brain slices preincubated with a scrambled
sequence of either the Tat‐MyD88 or Tat‐TLR4 (0.635±0.057, p=.027; 0.710±0.169, p=.005) still
showed the LPS‐stimulated increases (Tat‐scram; 3nM). Therefore Tat‐MyD88 and Tat‐TLR4
peptides blocked the first steps involving second messengers that result from the functional
activation of TLR4 receptors by LPS.

We next tested the efficacy of these peptides on the

production of the cytokine TNF‐α in brain slices and in vivo which is further downstream from
the second messenger activation (Medzhitov and Janeway, 2000).

Brain slices were

preincubated with either vehicle, Tat‐MyD88, Tat‐TLR4 or Tat‐scram I hr before a 2 hr LPS
treatment. ELISA detection of TNF‐α in lysates from brain slices showed that the LPS‐induced
(17.38±1.00, p=.001) cytokine production was blocked by Tat‐MyD88 (p=.532), Tat‐TLR4
(p=.287) but not by Tat‐scram (14.70±2.17, p=.003) (Figure 3.2G). After determining that these
Tat interfering peptides were effective in brain slices we next investigated whether they could
effectively prevent in vivo activation of TLR4 receptors by LPS. We tested their efficacy in vivo
by IP injections of Tat‐scram, Tat‐MyD88 or Tat‐TLR4 I hour before IP injection of LPS, then
measuring TNF‐α levels in whole brain lysate using ELISA after 45 min. Recent studies have
demonstrated that brain circumventricular organs devoid of a functional BBB and blood‐to‐
brain transport are the main sources of cytokines in the brain after IP LPS administration
(Dantzer et al., 2008; Konsman et al., 2008Dantzer, 2008 #4). The robust increase in TNF‐α
levels that normally occurred in control CNS tissue 45 min after LPS injection (53.83±7.94,
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p<.001) was depressed by pre‐treatment with either Tat‐MyD88 (p=.030) or Tat‐TLR4 (p<.001)
(Figure 3.2H).
We next tested the impact of blocking TLR4 signalling on the dramatic morphology changes
induced in microglia by LPS. To specifically image dynamic changes in live microglia, we used
two photon laser scanning microscopy (tplsm) in brain slices from mice expressing EGFP
exclusively in microglia cells (Jung et al., 2000). Under control conditions, microglia in acutely
prepared brain slices exhibit the typical ramified morphology of resting microglia with
numerous long branches, and multiple filopodia (Hines et al., 2009) (Figure 3.3A) similar to
their appearance in vivo (Nimmerjahn et al., 2005). Staining of fixed tissue has shown that
microglia in vivo acquire an amoeboid shape in response to brain injuries or to immunological
stimuli such as LPS (Buttini et al., 1996). The morphological changes in microglia reflect
profound changes in these cells because the release of cytokines and other signalling factors
into the surrounding tissue (Hanisch and Kettenmann, 2007) is enhanced when microglia
acquire amoeboid morphology (Buttini et al., 1996). Using time‐lapse tplsm, we observed the
progression of LPS‐induced morphology changes in large fields of view where multiple
microglia were visible. Within 10 min we observed the first indications that LPS application
(t=0) changed microglia morphology from the typical branched and ramified morphology
(Figure 3.3A), and by 40 minutes, the majority of branches were lost and the cells were
amoeboid. The ameboid morphology of microglia persisted throughout the remainder of
imaging (80 minutes). In comparison, when slices were preincubated with Tat‐MyD88 or Tat‐
TLR4, the transition from ramified to ameboid characterized by branch loss was not observed
at either 40 or 80 minutes following LPS treatment (Figure 3.3B). The transition of microglia
from ramified to amoeboid form by LPS and the inhibitory effects of the Tat‐interfering
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Figure 3.3. Time course of LPS‐induced microglia morphology changes visualized using 2‐
photon imaging and the block by Tat‐TLR4 and Tat‐MyD88. A. Series of images at 0, 40 and
80 minutes following application of LPS showing the progression to ameboid shape in
microglia. B. Series of images at 0, 40 and 80 minutes showing Tat‐MyD88 blocked the
ameboid shape change normally induced by LPS. Quantitative assessment of microglia
morphology changes following various treatments. C. Representative images of single
microglia following individual treatments. D. Quantification of the number of branches of
microglia following treatment.
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peptides on this transformation were quantified by analysing the number of branches in three
dimensional reconstructions of individual microglia (n=21 cells per group). The number of
branches in microglia were significantly reduced by LPS (Figure 3.3C,D; control=187.5±29.5,
LPS=78.5±17.5; p=0.011). This morphological transformation was blocked by preincubation
with either Tat‐MyD88 or Tat‐TLR4, and was not significantly different from control (Figure
3.3B; p=0.722 and p=0.369 respectively). In contrast, microglia in brain slices preincubated
with Tat‐scram, showed a change in branch number induced by LPS that was similar to LPS
treated control slices (Figure 3.3D; Tat‐scram=43.5±4.5; p=0.04).
The ability of Tat‐MyD88 and Tat‐TLR4 to prevent many of the cellular actions of LPS such as
second messenger stimulation, cytokine formation and transformations of microglia to
amoeboid shapes encouraged us to test their effectiveness at treating LPS‐induced sickness
behavior. We began by assessing mice given LPS or LPS plus peptide treatments on a number
of basic behavioral indices of sickness including various reflexes and sensorimotor functions
(described in methods section above).

Mice were scored for the extent to which they

displayed each of the 10 indices of sickness and a cumulative score was calculated (n= 10 mice
per group). Control mice scored in the lowest category on each of the measures of sickness,
with an average cumulative score of 0.50 (±0.40; Figure 3.4A). In contrast, mice assessed 30
min. after LPS treatment scored high on each of the measures, with a cumulative score
averaging 19.90 (±0.84). Similar results were observed for mice pretreated with the Tat‐scram
peptide and LPS (21.67±0.24). When mice were pretreated with either Tat‐MyD88 or Tat‐TLR4
peptides, we observed a remarkable prevention of LPS‐induced sickness as reflected in the
cumulative behavioral scores (Tat‐MyD88=0.70±0.26; Tat‐TLR4=1.80±0.20). To evaluate LPS‐
induced sickness behaviour and the effectiveness of the Tat fused interfering peptides further,
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Figure 3.4. LPS induced sickness behavior was blocked by Tat‐MyD88 and Tat‐TLR4 as
assessed in mice using a modified SHIRPA screen and in the novel home cage following
various treatments. A. Cumulative score of sickness obtained using the SHIRPA screen. B.
Representative paths of mice over 30 min in the home cage showing decreased exploration
induced by LPS, and effective block by Tat‐MyD88 and Tat‐TLR4 but not Tat‐scram. Average
speed travelled (C), cumulative distance travelled (D), number of rears in the homecage (E). F,
G. Assessment of sickness behavior in rats using intracranial self stimulation. F. Number of
responses per minute during baseline, LPS treatment, and following LPS treatment. G. Number
of responses per minute during baseline, LPS plus Tat‐MyD88 treatment, and following LPS
plus Tat‐MyD88.
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we observed mouse behavior in a novel home cage. Mice were treated with LPS for 30 min,
with a subset treated with Tat‐MyD88, Tat‐TLR4 or Tat‐scram 30 min prior to LPS treatment,
and then allowed to explore a new homecage environment freely for 30 min. Representative
path plots of mice from each of the groups tested illustrate striking differences among the
groups (Figure 3.4B). Using Noldus ethovision software for quantification, average speed
(Figure 3.4C), cumulative distance traveled (Figure 3.4D), and total number of rears (Figure
3.4E) were used to provide objective measures of the severity of sickness. Mice treated with
LPS alone, or LPS plus pretreatment with Tat‐scram showed significant reductions in average
speed (1.15±0.166, p<.001; 0.43±0.045, p<.001) and cumulative distance travelled
(1531.44±369.10, p<.001; 691.75±113.97, p<.001), as well as the total number of rears
(42.4±12.66, p<.001) compared to control (vehicle injected) mice. In contrast, mice pretreated
with either Tat‐MyD88 or Tat‐TLR4 prior to LPS treatment showed an increase in average
speed (2.25±0.232, p=.003; 1.88±0.208, p=.038), total distance (3330.95±429.16, p=.008;
2808.68±206.98, p=.022), or number of rears (187.10±19.60, p=.001; 121.10±16.52, p=.005) in
the novel home cage, compared to LPS controls. These differences in motor activity between
control, LPS and interference peptide‐treated groups are immediately observable when the
behaviors are viewed concurrently.
Given the prevalence of decreased motivation in sickness behavior, we examined the
effectiveness of the TLR4‐MyD88 interfering peptides on the behavioral response of rewarding
intracranial self‐stimulation (ICSS). ICSS accesses self‐motivated behaviors to acquire brain‐
stimulation reward related to activation of brain dopamine neurons (Phillips, 1984) , and
consequently may be used to assess the direct effect of LPS on brain function in the absence of
peripheral effects (Borowski et al., 1998; Barr et al., 2003) allowing us to examine the effects of
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sickness and peptide treatment on underlying motivational states. In LPS treated animals, a
significant reduction in the number of responses per 5 minutes was observed compared to
baseline and post‐treatment sessions (Figure 3.4F). In contrast, when animals were pretreated
with Tat‐MyD88 prior to LPS, this reduction in the number of responses was not observed
(Figure 3.4G). This result indicates that peptides interfering with TLR4‐MyD88 can reduce the
effects of sickness on motivation for self‐stimulation.

3.4. Discussion
Taken together, our results show a remarkable ability of two different Tat‐interfering peptides
to prevent the downstream actions of TLR4 receptor stimulation at the intracellular, cellular
and behavioral levels. These peptides cross the BBB and enter cells where they disrupt the
protein‐protein interactions between TLR4 and MyD88.

The peptides mimicked the key

sequences necessary for dimerization of MyD88 and TLR4 TIR domains. Natural mutations of
this key sequence in the TLR4 receptors were previously discovered to explain the
unresponsiveness of a specific strain of rat to LPS (Poltorak et al., 1998). We found that
mimicking either the sequence of TLR4 receptors or the sequence on the recognition site on
MyD88 prevented the co‐immunoprecipitation of these proteins and the ability of LPS to
activate second messengers and increase cytokine formation in intact tissue in brain slices and
in vivo. LPS‐induced cytokine formation has both CNS components and peripheral components
and it is difficult to separate the influences of TLR4 receptor activation at either central or
peripheral sites (reviewed in Dantzer). There are TLR4 receptors on microglia in the CNS, and
LPS diffusion into the brain in circumventricular regions where the BBB is permeable results in
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activation of microglia (Laflamme and Rivest, 1999; Chakravarty and Herkenham, 2005). In
addition, LPS activates TLR4 receptors on endothelial cells, hematopoetic cells of the liver and
lung, and perivascular microglia (Steiner et al., 2006).

Therefore, these findings further

support the hypothesis that it is necessary to block TLR4 receptors at both CNS and peripheral
sites to block the actions of LPS on the CNS (Perry et al., 2003).
The most dramatic indication of the efficacy of the Tat‐interfering peptide strategy employed
here is our finding that the rapid microglia morphological changes from ramified to ameboid
normally induced by LPS were blocked by Tat‐MyD88 and by Tat‐TLR4. In addition these Tat‐
interfering peptides were remarkably effective at preventing the behavioral syndrome that
accompanies sickness caused by LPS.

When mice were administered LPS by peripheral IP

injection, a series of behavioral changes occurred within a one hour period, as previously
reported (Dantzer et al., 2008). Following treatment with either Tat‐MyD88 or Tat‐TLR4, but
not a Tat‐scrambled peptide, there was a complete absence of motoric and motivational
effects of LPS‐induced sickness which we attribute to the direct action of the peptide on brain
function.
The sickness behavior of animals, triggered by the inflammatory release of cytokines, mirrors
the well known symptoms of sickness in humans which include fatigue, loss of appetite and
cognitive changes. It is also becoming evident that sickness and inflammation are important
contributors to the occurrence of depressive episodes (Dantzer et al., 2008). Therefore, these
peptides represent a novel means of blocking the behavioral impact of sickness, and
potentially a more effective strategy for alleviating symptoms of depression induced by chronic
inflammation and sickness. Our detailed description of a molecular target linking inflammation
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and sickness to motivational states provides valuable insight into pathways involved in the
cross talk between the CNS and the immune system. In addition to acute sickness and
depression, TLR4 activation in microglia has also been linked to neurodegeneration (Lehnardt
et al., 2003). Therefore, Tat‐interfering peptide strategies may also be useful for investigations
of potential therapeutic interventions in CNS diseases in which activated microglia may be a
causal factor in the underlying pathology.
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4. CONCLUDING CHAPTER

4.1. Summary of Findings
The creation of transgenic mice with microglia specific markers has allowed researchers to
focus on the dynamic functioning of these cells (Jung et al., 2000; Davalos et al., 2005;
Nimmerjahn et al., 2005). However, despite the redefinition of microglia as constantly active
contributors to the CNS, the stimuli and mechanisms regulating these rapid microglia activities
are not well studied. The goal of this thesis was to examine the specific mechanisms regulating
these dynamic cells and to understand how microglia shift from beneficial to harmful roles in
the CNS. The experiments of this thesis examined the cellular mechanisms underlying rapid
microglia responses to harmful stimuli including tissue damage and immune insults. We
hypothesised that microglia can have both protective and harmful actions, depending upon the
stimuli that activate them.

The objectives of the current work were to determine:
1. Whether the activities of microglia in acute slices resemble those in vivo, and whether
microglia process extension is dependent upon specific ion channels. We identified
chloride channels as key regulators of microglia process outgrowth in response to
damage.
2. Whether microglia processes are directed to lesioned areas to reduce the extent and
spread of damage. By blocking chloride channels and inhibiting microglia process
outgrowth, we determined that microglia limit the spread of damage.
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3. If TLR4 interfering peptides can block cytokine activation and microglia responses
following treatment with LPS. We designed and tested Tat‐conjugated interference
peptides in blocking the TLR4‐MyD88 signalling pathway. These peptides were
effective in blocking MAP‐kinase phosphorylation, TNF‐α production, and microglia
morphology changes induced by LPS treatment.
4. Whether peptides that block TLR4 signalling, cytokine activation and microglia
responses can reduce the sickness behaviour observed in response to LPS. Using
peptides that block TLR4‐MyD88 signalling, we observed a reduction in sickness
behaviour observed in response to LPS.
I demonstrated that the rapid response of microglia cells to damage requires Cl‐ channel
activity. Further I characterized the dynamic function of microglia in live tissue, including rapid
sensing of the environment, and polarization occurring in concert with process outgrowth
toward sites of damage. It is clear that both sensing (6 µm/min) and process outgrowth (2
µm/min) are extremely rapid and dynamic processes in the nervous system that are unique to
microglia. I also provide evidence to suggest that sensing and process outgrowth are part of a
continuum of microglia function, but are regulated by separate mechanisms.
I also showed that two different Tat‐interfering peptides can prevent the downstream actions
of TLR4 receptor stimulation at the intracellular, cellular and behavioral levels. These peptides
crossed the BBB and entered cells where they disrupted the protein‐protein interactions
between TLR4 and MyD88.

Tat‐MyD88 prevented the co‐immunoprecipitation of these

proteins and the ability of LPS to activate second messengers and increase cytokine formation
in intact tissue in brain slices and in vivo. A dramatic indication of the efficacy of the Tat‐
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interfering peptide strategy employed here is our finding that the rapid microglia
morphological changes from ramified to ameboid normally induced by LPS were blocked by
Tat‐MyD88 and by Tat‐TLR4. In addition these Tat‐interfering peptides were effective at
preventing the behavioral syndromes that accompanies sickness caused by LPS. The sickness
behavior of animals, triggered by the inflammatory release of cytokines, mirrors the well
known symptoms of sickness in humans which include fatigue, loss of appetite and cognitive
changes. It is also becoming evident that sickness and inflammation are important contributors
to the occurrence of depressive episodes. Therefore, these peptides represent a novel means
of blocking the behavioral impact of sickness, and potentially a more effective strategy for
alleviating symptoms of depression induced by chronic inflammation and sickness.

4.2. Harmful versus Beneficial Roles of Microglia
When viewed as a whole, microglia activation is beneficial to most of the acute pathologies of
the CNS (van Rossum and Hanisch, 2004; Schwartz et al., 2006; Harry and Kraft, 2008; Streit et
al., 2008; Boissonneault et al., 2009).

The ultimate role of microglia is to create a barrier

between the healthy cells and sick or infected cells (Kreutzberg, 1996; Hanisch and
Kettenmann, 2007). However, when defending against invading pathogens in the defence of
healthy cells, the microglia states can become excessively activated (Butovsky et al., 2005;
Minghetti, 2005; Kim and Joh, 2006; Kraft et al., 2006; Witting et al., 2006; Fiala et al., 2007;
Boche and Nicoll, 2008).
Van Rossum and Hanisch (2004) suggest that modulation of excessive microglia activation
should only be considered in three situations. Firstly, it is only useful to decrease microglia
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activation if the extracellular signal that is activating the microglia has been eliminated from
the CNS. This points out that therapies must be directly related to the channels and receptors
that are involved in the disease. Secondly, the deactivation of microglia needs to decrease all
the products and signals of activation.

The delicate balance between various cytokines

highlights this situation because decreasing one harmful cytokine can increase the detrimental
regulatory effects of other cytokines.

Finally, the intracellular mechanism of microglia

activation in response to the pathogenic stimuli can only be manipulated if they do not effect
homeostatic functions of microglia. Shutting down all microglia function in the brain during a
diseased state would surely lead to other disease states.
The regulation of microglia cell activation should not be viewed only as decreasing their
signalling capabilities. Decreasing the clearance of amyloid‐beta plaques during the initial
phase of Alzheimer disease has been shown to have negative effects on disease morbidity
(Shigematsu et al., 1992; von Bernhardi et al., 2001; Koenigsknecht and Landreth, 2004; Floden
and Combs, 2006).
Therefore, the resolution to whether microglia are harmful or beneficial is contained in a
better understanding of the intracellular interactions between microglia and the pathogenic
cells. Removing microglia cells from the CNS in healthy states necessarily has negative effects
of on development because of their beneficial role in synaptic stripping (Neiss et al., 1992;
Graeber et al., 1993; Schiefer et al., 1999; Yamada et al., 2008). Therefore, removing all
microglia function during a diseased state would also have negative consequences.
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4.3. Effects of LPS on Cognition
In addition to the activation of TLR4, LPS has numerous downstream effects in the CNS
including the creation of stress activated kinases including c‐jun‐N‐terminal kinase (JNK). The
phosphorylation of JNK has been shown to cause impairment in the induction of long term
potentiation (LTP) (Li et al., 2007). Various reports have shown that blocking LPS‐induced IL‐1r
activation decreases pJNK expression (Vereker et al., 2000; Curran et al., 2003; Costello and
Herron, 2004; Lynch et al., 2004; Li et al., 2007). Furthermore, it has been shown that limiting
pJNK expression can rescue the detrimental effects of LPS on LTP (Barry et al., 2005). It would
be interesting to examine the effects of the peptides developed in chapter 3 of this thesis on
LPS‐induced LTP impairments. Specifically, blocking LPS‐induced TLR4 activation directly in
association with hippocampal LTP may rescue the detrimental effects of LPS. If significant,
these findings then could be further extrapolated to behavioural models of hippocampal based
learning.

4.4. Other Means of Regulating Microglia and Inflammation
4.4.1. RNA Interference
An alternative to using peptides to block immune signalling in the CNS would be to use small
interfering RNA (siRNA) technology. siRNA is involved in the RNA interference pathway where
it blocks the expression of a specific gene by targeted degradation of its messenger RNA.
Therapies based on siRNA have great potential for diseases in the CNS where the pathology is
caused by the overproduction or aberrant production of gene products (Calegari et al., 2002;
Arthur et al., 2004; Trulzsch and Wood, 2004; Malik et al., 2008; De Souza et al., 2009; Querbes
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et al., 2009). In the case of inflammatory pathologies in the CNS, siRNA could target the chronic
production of proinflammatory cytokines that have been linked to depressive states and
neurodegeneration. This type of therapy would have similar effects to the peptides employed
in this thesis, if siRNA was generated to target TNF‐α production in response to TLR4
activation.

4.4.2. Modulation of Microglia by Minocyline
Another useful agent that has not been discussed in the scope of this thesis is the broad
spectrum anti‐biotic minocycline.

Minocycline has been shown to have both anti‐

inflammatory and anti‐apoptotic actions on microglia (Seabrook et al., 2006; Yenari et al.,
2006; Bosco et al., 2008; Lechpammer et al., 2008; Padi and Kulkarni, 2008; Graber and Dhib‐
Jalbut, 2009). The ability of minocycline to decrease microglia activation has seen it used
effectively as treatment for neurodegenerative diseases such as ischemia, Alzheimer and
Parkinson’s diseases (Hunter et al., 2004; Neumann et al., 2006; Seabrook et al., 2006; Garcia‐
Alloza et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2007; Carty et al., 2008; Lechpammer et al., 2008). However, the
exact mechanism that minocycline alters microglia activation is not understood. Use of similar
techniques employed in this thesis could elucidate these mechanisms. However, minocycline
may work via other mechanisms due to its broad range of effects.
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